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1. Phonology: Segmental and Supraoegmental Phonemes

This material includes a short overview for teacher study of phonemics,

and day-by-day lesson plans for a fifteen-day unit. Also provided is

additional resource material for possible extension beyond the fifteen-

day plan. Alternate lesson plans, exorcises, tests, an annotated biblio-

graphy, a glossary, and suggested ausio-visual aids are included.

Participants in the Northern Illinois University Curriculum Center Project

found that a fifteen-day unit in phonology was ideally suited for incorporation

into the crowded curricula of grades eleven and twelve; a longer unit was

difficult to use. Thus Section V11 is limited to fifteen days. If the

teacher wishes to use this material in a context different from that of the

fifteen participants at the Center, he may expand the unit to as long

as six weeks by synthesizing Section VIII, Supplementary Materials; Section

VII, the fifteen-day plan; and Part TIC the six-day unit on suprasegmental

phonemes.
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The general objective of this unit on English phonology, as of all the

units in this series) is to lead high school students to discover the systems

underlying the language which they speak and read. The purpose is to achieve

this discovery as inductively as possible by direct clinical examination of

the language itself. Speecn is studied first because it is the original

form of language, whereas written language is a derived form primarily

intended to represent speech. The overall objective an be stated in a word

as insight into the English language.

There are also a number of specific language skills which use of this

unit should imprpve. Showing the inadequacy of the English grophic system

will help students understand much of English spelling. Considering the

factors of stress, pitch, and juncture in English will improve insight into

punctuation. Nkny common usage errors which result from sound problems (e.g.,

use to for and to) may be attacked. Students who understand the sound

system of English will also reach a clearer understanding of grammatical

relationships and will improve their abili4 to read imaginative literature

as well as expository prose.

Both teachers and students who have a common understanding of English

phonological principles will be able to understand the causes of many errors

in speech and writing. This phonological approach will give the student a

specific basis for avoiding errors by eliminating the mystery which often

exists in the student's mind regarding the teacher's corrections.

The specific objective of this phonology unit is to provide the high

school teacher with a practical working knowledge and suitable materials for
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the teaching of the nature and functions of English.

The unit begins with an overview of phonology for the teacher. Because

The scarcity of meterial's and the specialization of published studies pose a

maze of barriers for the average teacher, the annotated bibliography following

the overview is divided into sources of information about the language itself

(theory) and sources which provide teaching aids for the classroom (practice).

Since classroom situations and course outlines vary tremendously, the materials

for classroom use are presented as a package with separate divisions within

the whole; the teacher may either use the whole or select parts. Suggestions

are offered for suitable incorporation of these units within course outlines.

The day-byday plans reflect the experience of teachers who have tried the

materials developed here. The glossary of terms is useful for both teacher

and student. The terminology is kept purposely simple. There is some

crossreference for further clarification of terminology.

A section noting unforeseen situations and useful suggestions and attitudes

for handling these situations is included, because comparatively few teachers

have been trained to handle the study of phonemics.

The daybyday plans have been used in actual classroom experience in

various kinds of high school situations. The teachers using them have found

them flexible. In this material, segmental phonemes are presented before the

suprasegmental phonemes for reasons of greater efficiency and utility. Though

this order is recommended, it is by no means necessary; the suprasegmentals

may be taught separately or as part of the whole unit on phonemics.

It should be noted that the dialect used in the exercise materials is

midwestern; changing to any other dialect for teaching purposes will pose no

difficulties but should lead to a keener awareness of dialectal variations.
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A descriptive grammar of English involves a study of a system of speech

soundsPHONOLOGY, a study of words and their meaningful parts made up from

the individual speech sounds MDRPHOLOGY, and a study of these word arrange.

ments to form sentences --SYNTAX.

Study of English grammar should logically begin with a consideration of

the speech sounds. Language is primrrily oral and writing is an attempt to

transfer sound to sight. Linguists have devised two visual systems: a system

to represent significant sounds of speechSEGMENTAL PHONEMES, and another

system to indicate tones of voicePITCH, emphasis STRESS, and pauses-

JUNCTURE.

Speech sounds are sound waves created in a moving stream of air. Inside

the larynx are two short bands :A' flesh and muscle stretched from front to

back. The air whica is expelled from the lungs passes between these vocal

cords in the larynx and proceeds upward to one of the two possible outlets,

the mouth or the nose. In producing speech sounds, the speaker either tenses

or relaxes the vocal cords. If the vocal cords are tensed, they vibrate and

the sound is called VOICED. If the vocal cords are relaxed, they do not

vibrate and the sound is called VOICELESS.

The basic unit in the study of speech sounds is the PHONEME, a speech

sound that signals a difference in meaning. Eamg and tares sound exactly

the same except for the /d /* and the /t/, yet their meanings are different.

The slant lines indicate a symbol representing sound, not a letter.
The teacher should be aware that, when introducing the segmentel phonemes, he
should refer to them not es letters of the vlphebet. For instance, /p/ is
referred to by its explosive sound without a vowel sound following and not
as the letter 2.
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Thus /d/ and /t/ are phonemes. Pairs of words which show a single phonemic

contrast are called minimal pairs.

A phoneme can be pronounced in different ways and still remain the same

phoneme. Such variants of a phoneme are called allophones. These allophones

are represented with bracket enclosures whereas the phonemes are enclosed

in slant marks. A phoneme is a class of similar significant sounds, not just

an individual sound. If one pronounces 1jj and :Ps4,1 slowly and distinctly,

one can hear two different ;Is. The use of one or the other of theso lls

never makes a difference in meaning, so they are not two phonemes but merely

variants of the /1/ phoneme, allophones.

Segmental phonemes are broken into four divisions for the purpose of

study: consonants, semivowels, vowels, and diphthongs. Below is a labelled

diagram which may be helpful in examining the formation of these segmental

phonemes.

Soft Palate (Velum)

Hard Palate 111.11...71

Uvula

Alveolar Ridge'
Lips

Pharynx

Larynx

Vocal cords

01111.11e

amaimgraftig.6.11.0

xNasal passage
\\

A/L -Fr( o f
HIde

f ;to back

tor, f.1

MAINTIMIN.n.0010101111..E.1.1.0MOIK.M011.104. ....M1.11.- X

40010111,0111..ftwoMmanobe-,.0.111.110111.111110 ....1
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Conscilnants . segmental phonemes

1. STOPS

All stops are formed by completely interrupting the breath stream

of the speaker. Stops vary in that the air stream is stopped at

different places or poihts of articulation.

--- stops /p/ and /b/

The bilabial stop /p/ is formed by pressing the two lips together;

hence, the term bilabial stop. The /p/ is voiceless: the addition of

voicing creates the second bilabial stop, /b /.

-.stops /t/ and /d/

The /t/ is formed by bringing the tongue tip against the gum ridge

behind the upper teeth and holding the sides of the tongue firmly

against the upper teeth. /d/ is formed in the same way, with the

addition of voicing.

--- stops /k/ and /g/

In /k/ the sound is produced by pressing the back of the tongue

against the soft palate behind the roof of the mouth. /g/ uses tho

same tongue-back, soft palate contact point to stop the passage of

breath, but /g/ is voiced.

2. AFFRICATES foe/ and /j/

The voiceless affricate A/ is micro by bringing the tongue tip to

the gum ridge and immediately bringing it away somewhat more slowly

than in the release of the stop. /j/ is formed in the same manner

with the addition of voicing.
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3. FRIOATIVES /f/ end b/

Fricatives are produced by placing the lower lip lightly against the

upper teeth. Friction is created as the breath is forced through.

The sounds are distinguished by voicing: it/ is voiceless wtAl(%

/V/ is voiced.

--- fricatives /6/ and /A/ (called theta, mei c1:10

These sounds are created by the frictiQn of tile T'7.:eat%

forced between the tip of the tongue and the Taypvr Tho

/6/ is voiceless . (thin, booth, ether, daathly) "1'3 ! in

the same way k,:teept thet it is voiced. (tha, either, nore Wtho)

4. SIB TS, AW and /z/

/s/ is voiceless while the /z/ is voiced. ant h vuunio 'ic4N5 by

the forcing of air through a groove in the top & the tmeuc2. The

tongue is against the ridge of the upper front tcethm

--- sibilants Ae,/ and /V

The A/ is voiceless and made just like the A/ m,:copt tInt the

groove is in the blade and front of the tongue and the a:lilt:3MM

hits the upper gum ridge. The /t/ recmlres the addi'don of voaoingo

(/s/ sh as in shall, ge as in rouge or s as in :ciremaro)

5. NASAP /m/ In/ /5/
The /m/ is formed by closing the =el cavity nnd vibreting the air

in the nesel cavity. The /m/ is thus nesel, bilabial, continuant.

The /n/ is formed by blocking the orrl cavity with the tongue tip

against the gum ridge and vibreting the air in the nesel cavity.

The nasal /j/ is produced by a continuing resoncnee of the air in

the naorl cavity. The oral privity is blocked by the back of the
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tongue, which moves against the soft palate to force the air stream

through the nasal cavity. (All nasals are voiced.)

6. LATERAL /1/

The /1/ is a volced sound produced with the tongue-tip touching

the gum ridge, with the sound spread out across the width of the

tongue. The term a ra simply refers to the production of the

sound across the width of the tongue.

B. :Semivowels - segmental phonemes

1. /r/

The In is termed a semivowel because it is always made in con-

junction with at least one vowel. The In blends rapidly into the

vowel sound which follows it, or the vowel sound rapidly blends into

a following /r/.

It is produced in three ways:

A. The tongue back In - the tongue is raised back against the

upper teeth, and the front of the tongue is sloped downward, with the

tip of the tongue drawn slightly back. The lips are often somewhat

rounded. The above is the most common way the /r/ is made in general

American dialect.

B. The tongue-tip /r/ - the back of the tongue is raised against

the upper teeth, and the tip of the tongue is turned upward and drawn

back, nearly touching the back of the gum ridge. It is relatively

easy to make a trilled In from this position by pressing it against

the gum ridge as the air is forced over the tip of the tongue.

C. The friction /r/ - the tip of the tongue is placed close to but

not touching the gum ridge. When air is forced over the tongue tip,
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a friction occurs. It is the voiced sound in the initial position,

but may be voiceless after a voiceless sound (tree, three).. It is

most likely to be produced in American speokers after the tonguetip

consonants such as /t /, /d /, and /e /.

2. /W/

The lips are rounded slightly while the back of the tongue is raised

toward the back of the soft palate. The tongue is then released

rapidly to move to the position of the next vowel.

3. /y/

The /y/ sound is produced by raising the front (but not the tip) of

the tongue toward the hard palete and expelling the voiced brenth

as the tongue moves away from the position just described and toward

the position of whatever vowel follows. This movement is often termed

a glide.

Like AV, the /y/ is charrcterized by motion of the speech agents

rather than by a maintained position.

4. /h/

The /h/ is a central semivowel formed by dropping the position

of the jaw. It is normally voiceless, but it is voiced between two

voiced sounds in inhibition, Sahara, and perhaps.

The /h/ differs from all the other consonants of the fricative

class in that it lacks any fixed articulation position in the ore].

cavity. The velum is closed to block the nasal cavity, and the

slight friction of the sound is produced at the half open vocal lips

and modified by the resonance of the oral cavity as determined by the

tongue end lip positions assumed for the following vowel or semivowel.
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Thus /h/ has as many positional variations as the number of vowels and

semivowels that can follow it.

C. VOWEL SOUNDS - (General) - segmental phonemes

Vowels differ from consonants in being produced by the relatively

unobstructed passage of breath through the mouth. Thus they contrast with

consonants which, as we have seen, are produced by some contact or

constriction of the speech organs, resulting in complete or partial

stoppage of breath.

Vowels are distinguished from one another in several ways:

1. length
2. height of tongue
3. place of articulation
4.. tension of tongue muscles
5. rounding of lips

1. HIGH VOWELS /1/ and /u/

The phoneme /i/ is a high, front, lax vowel, with the upper surface

of the tongue less convex, and no muscular bulge under the chin. The

decreased tension of the tongue is important.

The /U/ is a high, back, lax vowel. The tongue is retracted from the

front position for /i/, and the lips are not fully rounded.

2. MIDDLE VOWELS /eya and /0/

The vowel phoneme /e/fis the mid-front lax vowel. The tongue muscles

are relaxed, and no bulge can be felt under the chin.

The unstressed vowel Mis a central lax vowel. As the sound is

produced the tongue, jaw, and throat are relaxed. The sound is pro-

duced without apparent articulation above the throat. This sound could

be described as a "gruntle ": poke yourself in the stomach hard enough

to produce an involuntary cry, and that sound should be /eV or close to it.
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The /0/ vowel phoneme is produced with rounded lips, and it is described

as a middle back vowel. Middle refers to the relative tongue height, and

back indicates that the tongue is bunched in the rear of the mouth.

3. LOW VOWELS /eq, /S/, and /0/

To understand the low vowels, hold the finger horizontally under the

jaw while the vowels /i/, /e/0 and /as/ are pronounced. The dropping

of the jaw, registering the dropping of the tongue from high to low, can

readily be felt.

The low front vowel /as/ is produced with rounded lips and the tongue

is relaxed in a low, frontal position.

The low central vowel /a/ is produced with the tongue-arch in the

center of the mouth, midway between the front and back vowel positions.

The tongue is retracted and bunched at the back of the mouth to pro-

duce the low back vowel /3/.

D. DIPHTHONGS - segmental phonemes

Diphthongs are composed of a simple vowel sound combined with a gliding

movement of the tongue to an upward and forward position (fronting diphthongs)

or to en upward and baokward position (retracting diphthongs),

1. Fronting diphthongs /iy/ and /ey/

The /iy/ is made in two ways; the first is by gliding the tongue toward

the /i/ position as in les, the second is by gliding the tongue away

from the /i/ position as in say.

The /ey/ is a mid-front tense diphthong. The tension of the tongue

muscles can be felt in the bulge under the chin as for /iy/.

2. Fronting diphthongs /ay/ and /)y/

The low central vowel diphthong /ay/ and the low back /by/ are created
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by the lengthening of the vowel followed by a gliding movement of

the tongue toward the /i/ position.

3. Retracting diphthongs /aw/ and /uw/

The retracting diphthongs are formed with the tongue in the

position of the beginning vowel /a/ or /u/. The tongue is retracted

during the glide to the position of the high back vowel /u/.

CONSONANTS

Stops

/p/ ,in

/b/ ban

/t/ tick

/d/ dad

/k/ cat

/g/ /lag

Affricatives

TABLE OF SEGMENTAL PHONEMES

Sibilants

/s/ sin

/z/ zeal

/15r/ shin

roum

Nasals

/m/ mum

/n/ nuance

/9/ sins.

VOWILS

/i/ pit

/e/ bet

/sla/ 110

/0/ but

/a/ hot

/u/ put

/D/ law

/o/ home

chin DIPHTHONGS
Lateral

/V lam
/ay/ mz

/1/ law
he

Fricatives SEMIVOWELS /ey/ wa,y

/f/ fall
/r/ roar /ow/ go*

/v/ vine
/14/ woo /uu/ moo

/e/ :thin hr/ zou /aw/ out

0/ the /h/ his /ay/ bait

* Glide from /o/ to /w/ often produces /ow/



High

Mid

Low

Front Central Back

i u

e ; o

ae a 3

Vowel Chart

This square vowel chart is a conventionalized representation

of the human mouth. A more accurate chart is sometimes used, one which is

shaped in imitation of the mouth seen from the side. The view is always that

of the left profile withtthe lips to the left and the throat to the right.

The conventionalized drawing is not meant to limit English vowels to nine.

Vowel sounds flog; smoothly into each other and are of great variety. The

effort here is to agree on types while admitting the great variety. Stu

dents should understand that the boundary lines are arbitrary and rather

comparable to state lines indicated in weather reports.
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SUPRASEGMENTAL PHONEMES

Each phoneme is a meaningful component of the continuous flow of

speech. The phonemes considered so far are called segmental phonemes. These

phonemes are uttered with varying degrees of stress. The voiced phonemes

are sounded on different pitch levels, and pauses are used to pattern

the whole utterance into groupings. These three oral practice, STRESS,

PITCH, and JUNCTURE are phonemic. Since they accompany or are superim-

posed on the segmental phonemes, thoy are called suprasegmontal phonemes.

SUPRASEGMENTAL STRESS PHONEMES

Stress refers to a degree of prominence a syllable has. There may

be as many degrees of stress as there aro syllables; but, since many of

the differences will be slight, concentration here will be on those

differences of stress that have tho power to distinguish meanings -

the stress phoneme.

/ primary stress

\ mid stress

Li weak stress (usually not indicated)

In oontrasting conflict (noun) with conflict (verb):

//
conflict n.

//

conflict v.

the words remain identical except for the positions of their primary

and mid stress which signify the noun and tho verb.

Concentration on word groups and sentences calls for all four

degrees of stress:
/ primary

A secondary

\ third

U weak
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'Remarkabletas a word has all throe dogroos of word stross, but

when the word occurs in a phrase, its primary stress is demoted to second.

remarkable

A /'
remarkable invention

SHIFTING STRESS

Stress can shift. Many words havo a primary stress on the last

syllable whon in isolation or positioned before weakly stressod syllables.

Placed boforo a stressed syllable, tho primary stress shifts to the front

of the word.

overnight overnightght guosts

Grammatical patterns aro accompaniod by regular stress patterns.

I. A compound noun usually has the Apattorn.

mailman rocking chair

II. Modifier and noun pattorn is siGnalod by A

dark room

III. Qualifier and adjective or adverb takes pattorn

/
quite happily

IV, Verb and noun-objoct pattern has a/A // stress.

A
They are racing horsos.

(This pattern somotimos contrasts with tho compound noun strossos.)

V% Verb and adverbial grammatical pattorn has a A / stress pattorn.

You must look out.

(Tho compound noun dorivod from this pattorn rotains the / \ stross

pattern.)

Tho lodkout had a long vigil.



VI. Really pattern I.

1 /
RHODE ISLAND and

reversed. \ / as in

othor proper nouns.
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Somotimos oithor pattorn I. or VI. can bo used, as in

/ \
short story or short story

(Paraphrase to clarify moaning:

di
An old maid is really not mold maid.

A spinstor is really not old.)

GRADATION: A chango in vowel quality when stross is roducod to weak stress.

Uo's a east man.

Ast a minute.

di
Aro you coming?

When are you coming?

hays a lAt mew/
(Notico the ohango in dust)

/aste, minit/

,

/air yuw kemio /
(Notico the change in

/hwen ar ya kemi / aro and Lou)

SUPRASEGMENTAL PITCH PHONSW

Most linguists rocognizo four phonemic levels of pitch in spokon

English phonemic levels because these lovols indioato differences in

meaning. There are fluctuations in pitch which do not affect moaning

and which may bo considorod as allophonos of tho same pitch phoneme.

Not all use the same pitch lovols (tho same four absolute pitch levels),

but most use the same number of pitch distinctions. These levels are

labeled from lowest to highost simply as 1, 2, 3, and 4. Pitch phoneme

2 is considorod the characteristic middle pitch level of the individual

American English speaker. In writton transcription, small suporscribod

numbors aro used to indicate pitch lovols. For example:

2 3 1 2 3 I
Whore aro you going? I'm going to tho grocory.



Some prefer to use lines to indicate those changes:

Where 'ng?
I Imzoink to the gr ory.

When unusually strong emphasis is indicated, the voice may rise to

pitch 4:

IGot that snak out of here.

NOTE: INCLUDED IN THESE MATERIALS IS A UNIT ON MARKING SENTENCE CONTOURS
WHICH THE TEACHERS WILL FIND HELPFUL. Soo SUPPLEMENT A

SUPRASEGMENTAL JUNCTURE PHONEMES

Bosides using stress and pitch, speech modulates its flow by means

of junctures, 'which are breaks in tho continuity of an utterance, some-

times accompanied by changes in pitch. There are four juncture phonemes:

one internal or open and three terminals. The first of these junoturea,

called plus juncture /*/, can easily be recognized merely by listening

to the differences in the divisions between the following pairs:

gray + train that 4 school

great + rain that's 4. cool

By means of internal open juncture yo aro ablo to make distinctions botwoon

homophonous pairs like the abovo examples.

Tho next juncture, the single bar /j /, is oharactorised by a slight

pause between stretches of speech which constitute an utterance, without

any obango in pitch.

He saw all the students Vviho reported for class.

Double bar juncture /II/ consists of a pause accompanied by a

slight rise in pitch. In writing, the juncture would be shown here by
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using commas.

This manliwho comes here every dayll always brings his lunch.

This man, who comes hero every day, always brings his lunch.

Double-cross juncture nki may consist of a pause and pitch-drop

with voice-fade between two closely-joined stretchos of speech, some-

times represented in writing with a semicolon:

I miss my sister#I wish sho were here.

I miss my sister; I wish she were here.

Its use marks the ends of sentences and some questions:

When will he arrive#

He will get here by woolly morning 74/1.

Other questions are normally markod in speech by the use of the double

bar terminal juncture, a rise in pitch: "Lro you coming over tonight" //.
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Let us agree that a line drawn at the base of the letters of a word

(have) indicates that the word is pronounced in a normal tone. A line above

the word Mgar) marks a high tone. A line sane distance below the the word

(sugar) marks a low tone. Usually the movement from one tone to another

takes plat between syllables. To represent this we will use a straight

vertical line.

Ho area you?

Sometimes, however, the voice slides from one tone to another while it

is pronouncing a syllable. This frequently happens in a monosyllable. Such

a movement within a syllable we will mark by a line curving up or down.

g

Dinner ill'c c1,.

Correct intonation is most necessary at the end of a sentence. Here

the voice most frequently rises above normal, then falls below normal. Thus,

the most common English intonation pattern looks like this:

01040wwww. I

or this:
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The important key to these patterns is the high level which usually

accompanies primary stress. Thus, we can say that the high pitch coincides

with the final sentence stress.

He likesPir.

I donftR(Ir you.

When did he ?

The fact that the high pitch usually coincides with final sentence stress

enables us to distinguish between items like blackboard and black board.

1 if
He wrote on 4 blac oard.

He found a blackibdard.

V__

In English, risingfalling intonation is normally used at the end of

1) simple declarative sentences:

2) commands:

V
This is myt

1

son.

He found al golf

Comeihome.

Close the) widow.

ball.

3) questions which begin with a question word: who, what, why, when, where,

bow, whom, whose:

What is th er;:4er?

HovLa__,yre you feeling?

Why is hej mad?



At the end of a sentence two types of intonation aro most common:

rising-falling and Lulu. We have just seen how rising-falling intonation

is used for statements, commands, and question word questions. In English,

rising intonation, is used at the end of two kinds of questions:

1) It is used at the end of yes/no questions in statement form:

/
Be s i gone?

It's time toigo?

2) It is used at the end of yes/no questions in question form:

Aro youjthoro?

Do youlsOe?

Rising intonation may also occur in a number of non-final positions in

various kinds of utterances. Frequently, special attontion is called to

question words and demonstrative pronouns.

Wria[did you duo?

I thinkfthat is a bad hing.

In comparisons and contrasts special attention is celled to both ideas.

Tom lwrites better than she; does.

r77-
The old car is worse than the new one.

When an utterance is divided into two or more thought groups, each group has

its own intonation pattern.

I go; it's too cold.
r\/

Sh© soyslyes; he saverno.yes;



Incomplete utterances end with a rising inflection:

r
When voujleavo,

7-
If :mu 1do, she 111

r
read it.

Items in series have rising intonation in all but the last item; rising

falling intonation in the last:

r_______
..........-.r

Ho srleaksFrrichsIG4mans and Sp^''sh.

I likei4plestipLZ aneTo angos.
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IV. THE RELATION OF PHONOLOGY UNITS TO THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM

A unit in phonology has relevance to almost any part of English study.

A logical place for this unit is at the beginning of the year. A fresh approach

to language provides an exciting change and a foundation for now discoveries

by the student of different aspects of literature, and the study of phonology

provides insight into the workings of language in various relationships. For

instance, a class which studies literature of the Anglo-Saxon period will find

that the sounds of Anglo-Saxon provide the key to rhythms and poetic devices.

Early phonological changes in language will demonstrate some of the processes

of language change, and eventually the differences between American and

British English, and, currently, between geographical dialects. The shifts

of word function will alert the student to historical changes in meaning.

Tho study of suprasegmental phonemes will emphasize the aspects of oral reading

of literature as well as the more obvious intricacies of signaling question

forms, series, choice, innuendo, and the subletios of spoken English which

are important to interpretation.

Because language is such an integral part of English studios, various units

of phonology will have pertinence with varying degrees of mphasis; therefore,

a study of small or largo units can be incorporated into the curriculum.

In the study of literature, phonology is especially effective with Anglo-

Saxon and Middle English works or the play Pygmalion. (The preface to tho

play reveals fascinating information and Shaw's keen interest in the sounds

and operations of language; the record of the stage production My Fair Lad:r

produces the rich varieties of sound which Shak was manipulating and which an

American student probably never hears.)
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Obviously the study of phonology is related to tho composition of the

rhythms and rhymes of poetry. The insight into word relationships and shifts

in functions will suggest choico of appropriate vocabulary in subtle ways.

Assonance will have an operational assist. Recognition of the poet's skill

in the manipulation of language will lead to a perceptive appreciation on a

doopor level; this in turn will appear in the student's own croativo efforts.

In the study of composition, understanding suprasegmental phonemes helps

the studont develop keener sentence souse and clarifies conventions of

punctuation. Shifts in stress reveal shifts in function and o9orato as sig-

nals in grammatical recognition.

The students' spelling problems become loss sevoro because of their insight

into regular and irrogulr patternsand exceptions. Because the phonological

approach differs from that of conventional teaching, it offers freshness and

vitality. Student "discoveries" of their own problems reveal more to than than

dons the formal study of spoiling.

Oral composition is readily affected by the transfor of understandings

pertinent to written composition. Meaning that is implicit in suprasogmontal

phonamos will sharpen a student's sensitivity to hitherto unrocognized

subletios of delivery and, conversely, to a more penetrating comprehension

when listoning.
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V. MEETING SOME UNANTICIPATED SITUATIONS AND ATTITUDES

The situations treated here represent unforeseen "problems" which have

been observed when teaching the unit of phonology. The commentary which follows

each situation is intended to provide suggestions and attitudes which have

proved helpful.

1. Probleg: One of.the major problems of the teacher is the insecurity in

teaching a unit which seams new and untried and for which few materials exist

as yet.

Cement: The interested teacher will soon discover that the suggested

approach to language study is logical and that ho will be able to share with

his students the excitement of language understanding. The teacher will also

find that this approach will confirm, clarify, and codify much of his existing

knowledge of his native language.

2. Problem: The teacher without speech training often feels uncertain.

Comment: He can find the speech correctionist a valuable resource person

for phonological materials.

3, Problem: The misuse of spoken English by adults is a source of mockery

by children.

Camnent: Students at the high school level will recognize this problem

as one which they can successfully handle, thus avoiding ridiculo of their

own speech. For students to gain an understanding and appreciation of various

dialects is a desirable outcome in itself.

4 Problem: Teachers may be apprehensive regarding their ability to handle

all of the unexpected questions.

Comment: The use of the inductive approach in teaching a phonological

unit will naturally foster an attitude of cooperation between the class and

tho teacher An exploring language. Students are excited by the challenge of
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finding examples othor than tho samples already offorod by the teacher in

demonstration. Students can do research in library sources, thus becoming

acquainted with aspects of linguistics that are broader than phonology.

5. Problem: Teacher prosontation of materials tends to dominate the unit.

Comment: Students can learn much of the material through exercises

which present corollary principles and information and which will give thorn

practice at the same time.

6. Pro blem: Teachers exhibit reticence in trying the sounds of the language

and practicing phonemes.

Comment: Curiosity leads to willingness to attempt sounds, especially

if tho teacher is willing to over-accentuate and to demonstrate freely and

have the students practice imitations.

7. ProblA: The :ferencos in pronunciation between students and teacher

and between students within the class or community load to different phonemic

transcriptions.

Comment: Because of the differencor in speech, there will bo variations

in the hzjiug of sounds. Those different sounds should be carefully recorded

as the student hears them, not as he thinks they should be hoard. Tho emphasis

is on the learning of the distinctions of sound. As the student learns the

distinction of sounds and can hoar than more and more acutely and accurately,

ho will learn to hear sounds rather than mod than as he thinks they should be

spelled. Both an interest in dialects and an awareness of spelling confusions

will davolop naturally from this interest in sound distinctions.

8. Problam: Teachers tond to move slowly through the units--to explore

widely rather than to illustrate principles and exceptions.
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Comment: Tho focus of the study should be on tho purposes of the unit;

the whole range of phonology can never be covered anyway. The pacing of the

unit should permit student contributions of patterns and divergences as

fulther illustrations rather'than as a catalog of the language.

9. Problem: Litoral-minded students tend to think tha.5 phonemes are to be

substituted for the present spelling system.

Comment: The emphasis must bo placed on the fact that phonemics represents

a system of pounds, not magma.

10. Problem: In studying suprasegmental phonemes, some students have a

marked difficulty in perceiving the difference between stress and pitch.

Comment: This material can be reinforced by teaching.g second timiv

briefly, or by contrasting pairs of examples.

11. Problm: In studying suprasogmental phonemes, students present a wide

variety of contours for a certain sentence.

Comment: The variation presents a good example of the flexibility of

spoken English in practice, or variety within and aside from an accepted

practice or pattern. However, frequently student examples are unconsciously

forced and not natural. An awareness of frequently recurring patterns is one

purpose of the study.

12. Problem: Poor spellers have difficulty in learning phonemic transcriptions.

Comment: Difference in student abilities to hoar distinctions needs to

bo recognized. Sometimes those students gain greater insight into their own

difficulties with spelling, and they learn to listen with greater accuracy.

13. Problem: In the teaching of phonemics, teachers and students are some-

times surprised by the seaming impreciseness of the allophones (similar sounds

which are not important to distinguish meaning.)
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Comment: Tho variations usually create curiosity and an insight into

the naturo of diaects. In the miNostorn speech of this unit, thorn is no

cloar distinction botwoon the sound of /0/ and /Ow/. ThJ use of /ow/

instead of /0/ to roprosont the sound as in gst and 1w is proferrod here

bacauso it validates the rule for doubling consonants. Likewise, the /9r/

sounds are difficult to soparato regularly from tho / &r /. The use of the

A r/ sound is rocommendod in place of the /4r /. Curiously, sane students

will be stimulated to listen for definite distinctions and will then insist

on using the /W; those who cannot hear it will not be unduly frustrated.

14. Problem: The absenteeism of students during the study of this unit moans

private tutoring for make-up of the oral explanations.

Comment: A tape of class instruction and oral exercises will proservo

the materials for later use.

15. gtoblam: Somo students resist sanothing now that do ©s not appear on

ACT and College Board tosts.

Dammed: The "so what', sessions (see p. 42) doal with practical aspects.

The delight in a now approach and tho various discavorios scan to allay

first-day scepticism.

16. Problem: Teachers =poet a patterned reaction on the part of the students.

Comment: Some students may bo unacquainted with formal tone and there-

fore respond with the usual infoxmal patterns. Awaronoss of tho range of tone

in English may bo an unexpected bonus for those students, introducing subtle

cultural indicators and a basis for rhetoric.
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Procuudings, Volume 6, edited by J. Allen Figural. Now York:
Scholastic Magazines, 1961, pp. 249-253.

Dr. Tyler stresses that accurate interpretation of reading material
depends upon the reader's ability to select the correct sound pattern
that fits a particular sentence.

C. Audio-Visual Aids

"Alphabet Conspiracy,," a 16mm motion picture by Bell Telephone Laboratories.

(This film is available through the local Community Relations Rep-
resentativo of the Bell System.)

This film is a study of men's basic medium of communications. In
a dream, the Mad Hatter and Jabberwock from Alice in Wonderland
invite a little girl named Judy to join their conspiracy. They
want to destroy the alphabet and free mankind of the "tyranny of
language." Dr. Linguistics intervenes, explaining why people
speak as they do. Animation and scientific sequences supplement
the discussion. Slow motion pictures of vocal chords in action
and movies of X-rays describe the action of tongue, teeth, and
lips in speech. Phonemes are briefly described in Part I. An
interesting cartoon on linguistic geography is included in Part
A brief history of linguistics is also included.
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"Computer Speech," a phonograph record by Boll Telephone Laboratories.

(This record is available through the local Community Relations Rep
resentative of the Bell System.)

This record of artificially created speech includes a passage which

is devoid of suprasogmentals. To this passage are added, one by
one, first pitch and then "timing," the last of which includes
stress and juncture, until the passage resembles quite accurately
a normal spoken utterance.

"Musical Sounds Hoard by the Human Ear," a soriod of ei x 11 charts by
Illinois Bell Telephone Company.

(These charts are available through the local Community Relations Rep.
resentativo of the Illinois Boll Telephone Company.)

Those multicolored charts are a facsimile of charts on display in
"Your Telephone" exhibit at the Museum of Science aad Industry,
Chicago. They include a graphic representation of a piano keyboard

on which are superimposed woodwinds, brass, percussion, strings,

and the human voice, all in terms of frequency (cycles per second)

and harmonics.

The Phonemic Computer - -a phonemic wheel giving the phoneme, its spelling, and

an illustrative word. (See p. 117)

Sound Production Slides - -a series of color slides showing the positions of

the speech organs as they change in uttering the segmental phonemes. (See p. 120)
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VII. LESSON PLANS

A. Phonology: Fifteen -day unit

DAY-BY-DAY LESSON PLANS: Summary

1. Class: A demonstration of how to discover details of sound formation in

the pronunciation of phonemes. The teacher can us© his own name

or other namo to illustrate the possible positions of tongue and

lips and oral cavity. Students can practico with the teacher.

Assign: Each student is to analyze the ways in which the vocal apparatus

is used in the pronunciation of his own namo.

2. Class: Students will demonstrate the sounding of their names, thereby

accumulating as a class the consonant phonemes in English. As

students do this, the teacher can introduce the terms: voiced--

voiceless, oral--nasals stopcontinuant, and vowelconsonant.

Special attention is given in the phonemic introduction to the

three pairs: p- -b, t- -d, and ?c - -g.

A showing of the slidos will illustrate the formation of those

sounds visually. If slides are not available, blackboard diagrams

will suffico unless the teacher has a student-made poster-model of

a sideviaw of tho head with a movable tonguo-pioce and lip-piece.

3. Class: The students will present and discuss the formation of the sounds

that they have discovered. An those aru reported, the teacher will

introduce the phonemic symbols. The teacher can introduce the term

"minimal pairs" during this process.

A showing of the slides will illustrate the various consonants and

semivowels in a review for the class of what has boon covered

during the period. (This showing cm provide a review at the
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beginning of the period the following day, if the teacher profors.)

Assign: Worksheet I - -to be completed by the student for the next day.

4. Class: A review of the consonant and semi - vowels oither by recitation,

demonstration, or the showing of slidos. A discussion of Work,.

sheet I. Introduction of the vowels /i/ and b/. Practice

with words which have these phonemes but different spellings- -

i.e., head, gad.

Assign: Worksheet IIThe students will writo the first phoneme only in the

list of words. Tho toachor can demonstrate with the first five

or ton.

5. Class: A review of Worksheet II to date.

An introduction of the vowel chart, and the diphthongs.

A showing of the vowel slides.

Assign: Worksheet II--Tho students ark; to finish the words on the first

half of the worksheet.

6. Class: A roviow of the words on the first half of Worksheet II.

Assign: The students will finish the second half of Worksheet II. Tho

students will writo in phonemic transcription jokes for other

students to road on the following day. Students should bo

instructod to bring their dictionaries to class.

7. Class: A review of the transcriptions of the rest of Worksheet II.

Students axchanco their jokes written in phonemics.

Assign: Worksheet III--The student is to use his own pronunciation; if the

word is not known to the studont, ho should use the dictionary.

8. Class: A discussion of Worksheet III, noting the difforences between

spellings in English and the phonemic transcriptions. A practice

session in phonemic transcription using words which have peculiar
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sounds. An introduction of the "so what" sessions--a discussion

of the various peculiaethies of the English language which a study

of phonemics will clarify.

Assign: The reading of the chapter "How to Spell Ghoti" in Roberts'

suhdesImAlnggneuah if a classroom set is available. The

emphasis is on the possible English spellings for each phoneme.

If sets are not available) students can prepare reports on the

materials for class presentation the following day. (Those

assignments could be made earlier.)

9.
1 Class: A continuation of the "so what" sessions. A discussion or

reports on the range of spellings possible in English for tho

various phonemes.

10. Class: An introduction of the suprasegmontal phonemes. See the work-

sheets with explanations.

11-13 Class: A continuation of the work on suprasegmontal phonemes. The work

of the previous day(s) can be reviewed and new materials in the

sequence introduced and discussed.

14. Class: A review of the unit on phonology in preparation for the test on

the following day.

15. Class: Test on the unit on phonology.

1 The unit can be terminated after day nine if the teacher wishos.



Phonon° Worksheet I

REMEMBER YOUR SLASH MARKS!

Which two consonant phonamas are never Initial

in English words? and /ZV/

Consonant Phononos

If an English word begins with threp consonant phononos in e cluster,

there is fixed order of these phonones according to type of sound. Can

you figure out what this order is?

What are the eight pairs of consonant phonemes which are similarly formed

but which are differentiated by being voiced or voiceless? Give an

original example word for each and underline the portion of the word

which reprosents the phonon°.

1.

b. ai
2.

b. /di

3. a. 46/
b.

4. a.

b.

,IMMINal

fXIMNIMINWIIMOIMIINO./11./Iftwl4110.W.11.0

a /19 /

39

A211/ WIMINNO=11OMM.11.01Ml.....0111MMIMINIM

1=1111111MINOMMNIMINIMIIONINPRO.MomMtVINIMISMW

111MINSIIIIIIIMMIIINIMON.11111.01111111M1111111111111111M1111



Phoneme Worksheet II Transcription

USE SLASH MARICS1 Transcribo the following words phonemically as you
pronounce than.

deed L
linger singer

MINNIIMIMMNOM~am

tot prophet weight
INIIINIMIWINNIMIN~mII IIMIIIMININA

coke language knew
111111.8111111111.111111011/011111*10

gag vongeanco ..........,.........., units

stopped gauge ..
gouge.....-

friend

think

thou sip boat

thin bout boot -.......
quit codfish newt

IIMIMM.11V

home nought ......... note

sievo not nut
11.1111~

knife neat path
......

kettle gentle roses.............. ....... .............

Thomas stronger fowl_,........... ........ .......,...---...---

guest churches fell........... .........

40

Tollowing whether

virtue ship

-161VI~NIONO

1111..0.

ImarsINI

,.....0.4*Ma

that

scent

race

raise

x:ylophono rhyme fuol

shod woo filo

1010....11.8410.1~1.11

WINWINON

zip fool

j est ...........,
full.......... .......,~M100~11.*a~a~11

gnat fool....... .10111118

link fail

mtchino time

watch tax

wrestle breathe

loose sword...ftla
1030 certain

Nrewaramm.16.....

foil
WO.....P.seIlelasrala,IssriormaIMNINIsomm

vacant
breath

shiold
chintz

IMOMMIWOMEN=11110111MIMIlerillIONOIIIIMMIIIIMMIIIP

morobolominmampla11011
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Phonemic Worksheet III (Use of this depopds on the class. Some students
know how theeo words are usually pronouncod; iome don't.)

Name

Spelling and Pronunciation

Some of the words below maybe familiar to you; others may not. If

a word is famIliar to you, writo its phonemic transcription in the first

column. If it is not familiar, look it up in a dictionary and write the

pronunciation in the second column. USE OUR PHONEMIC SYSTEM RATHER THAN
THE DICTIONARY'S SYSTEM.

Word My pronunciation Dict. Pronunciation

1. subtle

2. Greenwich

3. Worcestershire

4. coxswain

5. boatswain

6. almond

7. comptroller

8. creeks

9. brooches

10. blackguard

11. arctic

12. corps

13. asthma

14. disheveled

15. quay

16. geography

111111111MONEM 11=1111111 www11.11m.mallr

OMIN4411/110

INIMINIMMWOM11111.

11.0.118~1111ral:

OMMIRONIIIIIsaMmmft~OriawaroMat

mffirimmolummo..111==

raffirme....40....an. *ftwoormamaarosirms

ormilmme.0111 ....411.110......MWwe

vmamNI.11~41 11141r .1* remse.estmosisisarrmarg......a.........a~spMO

Ironewrow..........1.1..416.141PINMINM.K....M11MININMPO

11011111.1111111,

What dictionary did you use?

1.111M1.1.01111..01..1110=1.41011101M11111111

aPaNIMPION*

Armoirwormlftwismilima

*Note: I usually tell my students about the farmer who said that a man who

says /kriyk/ "ain't never seen one."
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"SO-WHAT" Soasions

The "so- what' sessions are disoussion sessions which follow the lossons

which teach phonemic transcription. The emphasis throughout is on the

importanco of phonemic environment in English words, not on spelling by

formal rules. Part of this discussion involvos spoiling; some involves

parts of spooch. With the help of examples as starters, a class can dis-

oovor tho relationships involved. The undorlying roasons for spoiling

rules boom° obvious through those sossions. Tho following are oxamplos

which suggest some of the environmental aroas that a toaohor might wish to

covor. The disoussion can bo conductod with tho blackboard or tho ovorhoad.

projector.

"SO-WHAT" SESSION: 1

Voiood voicoloss pairs:

intont intond

oxtont oxtond

doscont doscond

*****

subsoribo subscription

dosoribo doscrieion

(Studonts who said thoy had formerly been forced to loarn two spellings
of this Latin root when they had had no Latin now felt the relation-
ship was oaay to see.)

bath

cloth

bathe

clothe
*****

griof griavo

proof provo

oaf() savo



loavo

boroavo

loft

boroft

*****

loos° los°

houso (n) houso (v)

use (ft) use (v)

oloso (adj) oloso (v)

advioo adviso

*****

Silont lottors which b000mo soundod:

condomn oondomnation

autumn autumnal

long, lonaor

Why Boos ono ofton hoar a A/ in length? Why a V

Intrusivo

consumo oonsumEtion

rosumo rosumeion

somothing (Do you say op"?)

warm% oto.

in

corn

insocuro

illogal

iapossiblo

irrogular

commotion

collaborate

convontion

corroborato



Doubling of final consonant

dined dinned

hood hood

pattern of pronunciation of -od

/t/ /c1/
/id/

rapped sprayed batted

asked nabbed gadded

Pattorn of pronunciation of -0 and -os

/s/ izi /iz/

cats cads misses,

laps labs dishes

44***

Combinations not usod in English words

Vrtol (family namos in the area)

.'fund

44
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"SOWHAT" SESSION: 2

WORKSHEET NagPhonemics and spelling

I. Distinguish meanings

A. Difforont parts of spooch and phoneme: (Noto voicoloss and
voiced phonomos. What pattorn seems to appear?)

griofgriavo (grievous)
intont--intond
loosoloso
bath--batho

Other oxamplos:

B. Difforont parts of speech and phnnemoy but samo grapheme: (Doos
the same pattern appear hero?)

houso--houso (noun--vorb)
usouso (nounaverb)

Other examples:

C. Different part of verb: (Why does the phonomo nood to change from
voiced to voicoloss?)

loavo--loft
boroavo--bereft

Othor oxamplos:

D. Difforom sonsos but same phonomo:

Whoovor 11 first ludas. (0

Whore do tho spios moot? (n)

Which spyls,satchel did you snatch? (n-- pose.)

Noto homonyms:
taxtacks
tackedtact
tax us taxes

Other oxamplos:
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"SOWHAT" SESSION: 3

Doubling of tho consonants in spoiling based on phonemic transcription:

Whorl a suffix beginning with a vowel is addod to a word, tho consonant

is doubled if a simple vowel sound precedes the suffix. It is not

doubled if a diphthong precedes. (This rule applies only whop symbols

of phonomic transcription aro usod.) The vowel sound of o as infra

must bo roprosontod by /ow/ (in the dialect of this entire unit) in order

to make this rule apply without exception.

Samples for illustration of the doubling rule:

written writing

betting boating

cutting recruiting

flubbed fluting

planned planed

lopped loping

huggod

scarred scarod

copped coped

flattened deflated
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Worksheet V

So far wo have boon dealing with the phonemes of English which aro called
segmental beceuse they are segments of speech. But we must also consider tha
gammelatral phonemes, so willed because they aro imposed upon the segmental,
ones. Wo will oral than stress (the anphasis given one syllable in contrast
with another), pitch (the relative tone of voice) and juncture (pause or lack
of pause). Since those three factors affect meaning, they too are phonemes.

STRESS

Within individual words we will consider three types of stress.

/ Primary stress

\ Mid stress

Weak stress (usually not marked)

Example: cunningly

Now let us see how stress is phonemic, that is, how it makes a difference
in meaning.

Exercise 1

Placa a primary stress mark over the syllable in each word that has the
greatest stress.

Noun Verb

1. subject subject

2. import import

3. convert convert

4. discharge discharge

5 record record

6. rebel rebel

Why is the stress shift in those word pairs phonanic?
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With pxoups of morde we distinguish four levels of stress, as follows:

/ Primary stress

A Secondary stress

\ Tertiary (third) stress

1/4.1 Weak stress (usually not marked)

V v
The word constitutional shows all three levels of mg stress which we

mentioned previously, but when it becomes part of a phrase such as

%ad A 1/4/ 1/4/

constitutional onven/tion, we hear four levels of stress within the grow

with a weakening to secondary of the original primary stress. Let us try

a few more examples:

Exercise 2

Hark primary stress in the column of single words and both primary

and secondary stress in the word groups. (Omit third and weak stresses.)

The first one has been done for you.

/ A /
1. English English language

2. license

3. scholastic

4. arduous

5. flimsy

6. pleasing

marriage license

scholastic standing

arduous task

flimsy excuse

pleasing remark

The point of all this is that in English we associate various stress

patterns with certain types of grammatical combinations. We will look at

a few of those patterns and see how sometimes they are very important in

distinguishing one meaning from another.
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Is Compound nouns A ccapound noun is usually identified by the stress

/
pattern / \. Examples: watchtowers pork chops close-up. The stress pattern

identifies all those as compounds although the first is written as one word,

the second as two words, and the third is hyphenated.

Exercise 3

Mark the compound noun pattern on the following:

1. hot rod

2. clothes closet

3. salt shaker

4. ballpoint

5. side street

6. by-pass

7. high school

8. tool, shed

9. necktie

10. football

II. Modifier...A.0m This combination is usually identified by the stress

A / A /
pattern A /. Examples: sick nurses bad boy.

Exorcise 4

Mark the stress pattern over the modifier-noun expressions:

1. dark hors©

2. high brow

3. low land

4. long bow

5. white house

Summary: In thu compound nouns the stress normally falls on the

°lament of the compound.

In the modifier 4, noun sequences the stress normally falls on

the elonacJ of the two.
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Exorcise 5

Indicate the stress pattern in the same combination of words used first

as modifier + noun and second as a compound word. The first on© has been

dono for you.

Modifier + noun Compound

/
1. dark room darkroom

2.

3.

4. Molommill.mmimm=111101.=111INIMIMMIIM.MON

5. ..1111110111111M

6.

7. .1....m.M....100.1011111.1111111101.MMIp

8.
(Moo

9
10.

For each of the pairs above, write the different meanings which the

different stress patterns produce.

III. 193a.fc1;r+adigAti.va (or ,,rivorb) This combination is usually identified

by the stress pattern /1 / . Example: more effective.

Exercise 6

Indicate the qualifier + adjective or adverb stress pattern in the

following words:

1. more mature

2. too quiet

3. more helpful

4. somewhat hot

5. pretty humid

6. mighty lucky

7. very intriguing

8. quite versatile

9. rather subtle

10. really confused



IV. Verb + noun This combination is custancrily identified by the stress
A

pattern A /. Example: Ho must nab nu after cleaning windows.

Exorcise 7

Indicate the stress patterns in the following sentences to show this

verb+ noun object stress.

1. She is stewinsa, logi, for dinner.

2. Tho scouts &IA chicken at the cook-out.

3. He is =jag -caves for a hobby.

4. The chef will Egad 322a on the spit.

5. The scouts nmab 2,i2tia in the woods.

V. Verb + Overb This combination is esually identified by the stress
A /

pattern A /. Example: blow out.

Exorcise 8

Indicate the stress pattern in the given sentences and labei the pattern.

1. The show was a sell-out.

2. Did the gift shop 1121.1 gat?

3. The advci ja. was closod.

4. Did you drive

5. He always had a clever comebac)c.

6. I saw Jim bac k.

7. Will he ,fig Naug with us?

8. Cone join the ,aljaegjaz.
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WORKSHEET VI--Marking &alter= Contours

Lot us agree that a line drawn at the base of the letters of a word (i.e., have)

indicates that the word is pronounced in a normal tone. A line above the

word (i.o., sugar) marks a high tone. A line some distanco below tho word

(1.0., sugar) marks a low tone. Usually the movement from one tone to another

1.1111011111111101.

takes place between syllables. To represent this, we will ut:oe a straight

vortical line,

sag How are you?

Sometimes, however, the voice slides from one tono to another whilo it is

pronouncing a syllable. This fequently happens in a monosyllable. Such a

movement within a. syllable w© will mark by a line curving up or down.

18 g Dinner is cop.

Correct intonation is most necessary at the and of a sentence. Hero tho voico

most frequently rises above normal, then falls below normal. Thus, the most

caamon English intonation pattern looks like this:

or this:

The important key to these patterns is the high level which usually accompanies

primary stress, Thus, wo can say that the high pitch coincides with tho final

sentence stross.

.

Ho likes, I don't' hepr you. When did ho :(11?
hipm.1111011114M110.11.11

The fact that the high pitch usually coincides with final sentence stress

enables us to distinguish between items like blackboard and black board.

Ho wrote on alblac Board.

ONIIIIIewelf/MfamaallIMISIMI.ro

Ho found a black board.

In English, rising-falling intonation is normally used at the end of (1)

simple declarative sentencos:

---(2) Commando

Copjhomo.

Ho found golf ball.
.........=0

r-701

Clop thoi minpow.
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---(3) Questions which begin with a question word: W12, Aid, Way, when, where,
whom, whose:

r1
Wilat is thelma/tIter?

Mark the accents and intonation patterns on the following items:

1. He wants an apple. 1,. What do you want?

2. I'd like a soda. 15. Go to yrur room.

3. He bought a hot dog. 16. Get out of my sight.

4. She ate a sandwich. 17. When did you tell her?

5. He has a wrist watch. 18. Where's the grocery store?

6. I'd like to come over. 19. Which books are the best?

7. She'd like to hear it. 20. Why did you take it?

8. I want to answer her. 21. Try to get the street cleaner.

9. I'm going home. 22. Try to get the street-cleaner.

10. I'm going home Thursday.

11. He earned an fl.A.fl

12. He wants some soup.

13. Carol has a new car.

23. In Pasadena there's a playhouse.

24. Children like to play house.

25. The wrestler has a strong hold.

26. Gibraltar is a stronghold.

At the end of a sentence two types of intonation are most common: Liam-
galling, and rising. We have just seen how rising-falling intonation is used for
statements, commands, and question-vord questions. In English, Liangja:sztag2n*
is used at 'ale end of two kinds of questions:

(1) It is used at the end of yes/n6 questions in statement form:

Heljelle? It's time toPT

(2) It is used at the end of yes/no questions in question form:

r /c
Are you there? D9.12lia?
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Rising intonation may also occur in a number of non -find] positions in
various kinds of utterances. Frequently, special attention is called to

question words and JAZUNI=UnLJUMMIAU:

Wilt4id volarg? I tOinkrjals, a badiZgg.
1......... \-.........

In comparisons and contrasts, special attention is called to both ideas:

Tom rites better Umilstadoes.

I_

Ihsj:Tdlqgr is yore tban thefrilone.

When an utterance is divided into two or more thought groups, each group
has its own intonation pattern.

)I(; it's to&ild. She sqvac4; a no.

Incomplete utterances end wiii a rising inflection:

r-7
When volllegve, I'll eo1 home. If vpyjdo, she' ll read it.

Items in series have rising intonation in all but the last item; rising -s

falling intonation occurs in the last:

Exercise 2

Mark the stress and contour of each of the following:

1. Good morning, teacher. How are you?

2. If it rains, we'll call it off.

3. You'll agree with me, won't you?

4. Is the teat on Monday or Tuesday?

5. We study reading, writing, and pronunciation.

6. Which syllable ire accented?

7. I'm taking physics, chemistry, and German.

8. We're going to eat in Chicago. Where?
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The Intonation Contours of Intervening Structures

For the teachers

This unit is intended to assist with the punctuation of restrictive and

nonrestrictive clauses, interrupters, appositives, and other structures which

intervene within the pattern of the sentence. Hereafter "intervening structure

(I.S.) is 2132 grammaticel structure which appears after any nominal headword or

construction including a nominal headword, and before the verb or terminal.

If two or more grammatical structures so appear, both the combination and the

parts have to be considered as intervening structures. (A two headed structure is

sum structure; there may be twin primary stresses in it.) We may represent

this arrangement as follows:

A
V (any further pattern mey occur)

N = any nominal headword
I.S. = intervening structure

V = verb
A = meeting point between N and
B = meeting point after IX.

Observing that students often hear stress more readily than they do juncture,

we wish to lead them to apply the following test, which is nearly universal

(except for measured or emphatic speech):

When there is 1) a primary stress in the headword (or the headword

construction)
AND 2) a primary stress in the following intervening structure

as well,
there will be noticeable juncture between the two primary stresses (whether

level, rising, or falling juncture depends on the speaker) and commas should

be used to set off the entire intervening structure. On the other hand, a

primary stress in only one of the two or in neither indicates that the inter

vtning structure should NOT be set off.
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In torms of the diagram abovo, is the critical pointy B is non-

significant. If there is primary stress both in N and in LS., thoro will

be juncture ai; point A, the typo of juncture depending on the spoakor, and

the I.S, requiros setting off with commas. In chart arrangement, wo haves

Pattorn uith commas

I. A 27

Nominal I.S. non- V
significant ie

/
C->

il

4
Pattorns without commas

A B

Nominal I.S. V

II. / + 0 non- /
..., significant

III. Va + / /9
IV. 9S

4.

--4
g5 /

More more than one possibility is need under A, any one may appear.)

Bxamplos:

I. Bill Jones
A

our all-conference tacklo
B

will rocoivo the trophy.

II. Tho novel that wo studied was Moby Dick.

III.Goorgo without his wifo is liko a difforont portion

IV. Tho man of tho houso is tired.

Tho purposo in focusing attention upon point A is to avoid confusing

studonts by making them think that punctuation should occur wherever thoy

hoar a pause. This, of course, is NOT truo, and we want to avoid having

a singlo comma inserted at point B, when) junotur, can often bu heard oven

'when the r,: is none at point A.



As for, method, it is suggested that the teacher read short sentences

having one primary stress in a normal conversational manner. If possible,

use a tape recorder at the same time so that no one can challenge a re

reading as being different. The students are asked to indicato what soma

to them to be the primary stress in the sentence. In the sentences given

below or similar ones! the class should try to come to some agreement on

primary stress. If it is necessary ) replay the sentence on tape or even

mov e some students closer when they claim that they cannot hear the

stress pattern. After this skill has boon developed, then the class is

ready to work with the same sentences with intervening structures inserted

in them. For this work the teacher could write the constituents of example

sentences on cards and attach them with snap clothespins to a cord stretched

across the chalkboard. This should assist students to visualize the move

ment apart of the simple constituents of the sontonco when an intervening

structure is inserted. The class thon decides whether or not to use the

comma cards. A flannolboard could be similarly used.

Simple sentences for finding primary stress:

1. 'lorry crossed the stroot.

2. Bill aonos will receive a trophy.

3. Jr J sister is a teacher.

4. All the men wore veterans.:

5. Any boy needs a bicycle.

The same sontoncos with intervening structures:

la. Terry, socking to avoid a fight, crossed the street.
lb. Terry, when ho saw his pals, crossed the street.
lc. Terry, a frequent jaywalker, crossed the street.

2a. Bill Jones, our team capt4in, will receive a trophy.
2b. Bill Jones, who won the tournament, will rec:Avo a trophy.

3a. Hor sister, not her cousin, is a teacher.
3b. Her sister, a Vassar graduate, is a teacher.

4a. All the mon seated at the speaker's table wore veterans.
4b. All the mon I mot at the mooting wore veterans.

5a. imy boy applying for this job needs a bicycle.
5b. Any boy, at least any big boy, needs a bicycle.

Lftor students are familiar with this contour, thoy could be led to
soo that the same generalization will apply -when the intervening structure
occurs in sontoncofinal position.
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Workahoot VII
"Rostriotivo" and Von-rostrictivon Sontonco Elomonts-.choir Punctuation

A
I. Bill Jones our star tackle

;
rocoivod the trophy.

II. The novol that vie studied vas .ioby Dick.

III. George without his wife is a difforont person.

IV. The man of the house is tirod.

Any boy

Any boy

Torry

Torn'

All the mon

George

A train

.1rthur

Anyone

at loast any big boy ; needs a bicycle.

applying for this job noods a bicyclo.

sooking to avoid a fight croasod tho stroot.

a frovont jaywalkor crossod the streot.

seated at the table vivre votorans.

running doun tho street is a ludicrous sight.

running down the street will clear its own path.

who dislikos work is failing Latin.

who dislikes work may have trouble with Latin.
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Unit Test on Phonemes
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I. Following are some common English words written in phonemic

transcription. Rewrite oach ono in standard English spoiling.

1. /Skwiyi/

2. /Orgaontity

3. Awayetliyi

4. bkwipmant/

5. /rovziy/

6. /soynthud/

II. Tho words below are intondod to be nonsonso words written in phonemic

transcription. Pronounco oach one to yoursolf and rowrito it in the way

that sums to you most likely for "normal" English spoiling. If two

possibilities appear equally likely, both answers will bo pormittod.

Number 1 has boon done as an oxamplo for you.

1. /grayb/

2. igloyni

30 isnol/

4. Awl/
5. /snag f/

4

III. Ho' many of the following words aro minimal pairs phonemically?

On tho line after each pair, which are writton in normal spelling, writo

mit' it is a minimal pair; o if it is not. Than put the phonemos,

which differ on the next section of the lino.

Words

dead debt

laughed left

food foot

batch badge

thin then

Minimal pair?

141.1414M.414111111144111

Phonemes of difforonco

AA/
tx,/

/.e./
e }



Name IMY - 4.LTERNAT.2 FIRST PA.G.1

I. Following are some common 2nglish words :mitten in ..hont;mio
transcription. Rewrite. each one in its stemdard isnglish spoiling.

) /

10 /naythud/

2. /muus/

3. /ploYar/

4. ilk)go/

41=Al/2".1

.O.OWINIFOMINMONIONONOW.W.00MOOMMEW

/

5. /ramaynd/

6. /skwabad/ ,d Ax.44474.

II. Tha words below are intended to be nonsonso words written in
phonemic transcription. Pronounce each one to yourself and reLrito it
in the way that seems to you most likely for "normal" inglish spoiling.
If two pescibilities appear oqu-ily likay, both answers will be por-
mitted. Number 1 has been done as an oxamplc for you.

1. /gra;/..b/

2. /prayl/
.

3. /skuwf/

4. /snoj/

5. /snaof/

=

11.11.11.0

('

6. /niyp/

III. How many of th:. following words are minimal pairs phonemically?
On the lino after each pair of words, writo 2'2/ if it is a minimal
pair, no if it is not. Then put the phoncmos which differ on the next
section of the line.

Words

dead debt

laughod loft

foot food

fasten fashion

on:: win

Minimal pair? Phonemes of difforcnco

IMIMMO,1111101111.1111
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IV. Thu phon=e /s/ is used to form the plurals of nouns which end
with certainother phonemes. Name four phonemes which, when final in
a noun, take /s/ to form the plural.

/69/AiL/
What do these four phonemes have in common?

MIOIM1.0.1..111.111411,111111,0111MMINOMOrmill.1041.A.M.1001101MOftiOMWOMMIMMAI

V. Think of some minimal pairs in which the only difference is a final
theta or eth. If there is a shift in part of speech between the t= words,
what part of speech is the theta-ending word?

What part of speech is the eth-ending word? 4/4-/A-11

VI. The following sentences contain words or word combinations that sound
almost alike but mean something differunt. The meanings aru kept distinct
by differing intonations. Fill in the blanks in the statements describing
the difforonces. Put your answers in the blanks ,at the right.

A. Mrs. Johnson went to the preen house.
B. Erse Johnson went to the aeephouse.
In sentence A. there is greater stress on &Lean than on house. 1. '40

A
No one will desert the army in the dosert.
The syllable des has stronger stress in wordil or B? 2.

A
Robin Redbreast has a red breast.
In A the stronger, stress is on the syllable... 3 ,4,:;40/

A
Wo object to the object of this mooting.
In A the stronger stress is on the syllable...

L. The girl from Alabama was a French student.
B. The girl from Paris was a French student.
In which sentence does the vord French have the higher pitch? 5. Al

In the sentence "Tho flag is red, white, and blue," what
direction does the voice move during the word white?

During the word bluol

What type of phonemes has section VI of this test been concerned
with?

6. ,e4i/IF,

7. doei-n

8 ,.42.4.....*Lerodt" 164:24
VII. Spell the following words properly:

din 4- od plan + ad

hop + ing =bite + er Let V.Z.tii
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VIII. Punctuate tho following sentences, if thoy nood it.

1. The rocording that ho wanted is no longer availablo.

2. Advortising
17

which is essential to the oconomy is a vory compotitivo

field.

3. Tho child playing on the lawn is my nophow.

4. A car having dofoctivo brakes is a hazard to its driver.

5. Her sistor Joan
1
who lives near us in Tulsa is now oightoon yoars old.

6. The girl boarding the bus is Janet Slocum.

7. Our basoball toam which is fax bettor than last yoarts plays a

doublo-hoador Sunday.

IX. that is a phoneme?, % tW-ze.ii :17 Ail/ 46 -17.4 Ait-4-411/ 472-444-1 em 44.1,120e.4,

-.4/11 ..11q4d41,1"/7
X. No credit or penalty /n this quostion--answor only if you have time.

Do you think you have learned anything worthwhilo in tho last throe

wooks or so in this unit? Could you say what?
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Note to teachers about the transcription from phonemes of nonsense
words

When testing understanding of phonology, a teacher will find the trail'.

scription of nonsense words helpful. Such questions are brief, and yet

their nonelty tests the studentcs grasp of English. But they must be used

carefully rather than mechanics/lye

Lot us assume that the teacher uses the item /SW/ with the direction

to write the word in normal English spelling. Acceptable answers are snaff,

snavh, serif, but NOT snaf. No English words end in -af. The teacher can

have the student verify this by reference to the vocabulary of rhymes in the

dictionary.

For another example, take isnejf. In English this would be spelled

snedge, or possibly snege, but NOT gall. A student who tries to argue for

gad as a normal English spelling does not understand what the teacher has

been trying to explain about the English graphic system. He is likely to be

a poor reader end speller. But this type of study and this type of question

may be an additional device for the teacher beyond the others already used to

try to bring such a student to greater language awareneL;s.

In addition to the dictionary vocabulary of rhymes, the teacher is

referred to Paul Roberts! Understanding English, Chapter 8, "How Do You

Spell Ghoti?"
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(Use later as a part of a semester examination to see how much of the unit had

been retained.)

In the blank to the left, write in normal English spelling each word whose

phonemic transcription appears below.

1. /kliyn/

2. /bag/

tosAani

g/

5. A) ruw/

Are the following words minimal pairs? Place des or Lo in each blank.

6. lacked lagged

7. proof prove

8. won one

9. then thin

10. tooth teethe

In the blanks below, list three of the Eight pairs of voiced-voiceless

consonants in English: Voiceless in the FIRST blank--voiced in the SECOND)

11. first pair

12. second pair

13. third pair

In the blanks below, list three words in which the phoneme of stress ALONE is

used to distinguish between the word as a noun and the same word, as a verb.

14. first such word

=1111.1.11111.111Men
15. second such word

16. third such word

Decide whether the following sentences are properly punctuated. If they are,

place a plus (+) on the line; if they are noj, place a zero (0) on the line.

17. The man, who takes care of that, isn't here now.

18. The umpire, insisting his eyesight was excellent, declined to

reverse his decision.

19. Ambrose, who knew the meaning of the word, turned pale.

20. The child, who answered the door, said her parents were out.

21. We asked Mary, a home ec major, to plan the menu.
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VIII. SUPPLEMTARY MATERIALS

A. Exercise Materials

Exercises are optional and can

be used independently of packaged

units or plugged into units as

desired.
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An exercise illustrating the importance of segmental phonemes in the artistry

of poetry:

Procedure: 1. Hand out the dittoed copies of Housman's "When I was One end

Twenty" written in phonemic transcription, and ask the students

to read the poem to themselves.

2. Then begin blackboard discussion by asking the students to look

for groupings of similar sounds. They will probably begin

with the rhyme words, and as students offer the groupings,

the teacher can write these on the blackboard spacing them

by linos of poetry and in the order of occurrence within the

line.. If the two stanzas are placed side by sidep the

parallel use of patterns and emphasis changes can be more

easily observed by the students.

(A suggested continuation of the discussion from this point follows.)

3. Follow -up exercise

The students can be asked to handle in a similar way another

poem in the section of literature being studied, or each row

can be asked to handle a different poem and present their

"discoveries" to the class on the following day after a

five-minute compiling session in their small groups.

Detailed example of discussion procedure:

1. What groupings of similar sounds do you find?

a) Are these rhyme words occurring at the end of lines?

b) Are these alliteration or consonance or assonance?

c) Do they combine end-words and words within the lines?

2. How many diphthongs per line do you find?

a) P,es the use of diphthongs put emphasis on a certain portion

of the poem, and vice versa?
b) Do the words which use diphthongs carry the main sense?--or

do they seem to have a placement according to rhythm (i.e.,

beginning and ending of lines, within phrases, same position

in two consecutive lines--parallelism of a kind, first half

and second half, etc.)

(Compare line 2 wary, -2 de ri

with line 10-- .51-9

--same pattern though different wording)

c) Do the diphthongs carry the accented syllables?
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3. How many two - syllable words are there?

a) Whore are they placed? Does this suggest anything about

emphasis? about slow pacing? Is there a pattern?

b) Do the two-syllable words contain diphthongs?

Findings:

1. The rhyme words run a pattern and are inter - linked with words within

the line.

2. The diphthongs tend to appear on the words and in the lines which

are to receive the emphasis*

3. The one-syllable words at the beginning of the stanzas make for a

light, fast-moving tone in the first part of each stanza. The use

of diphthongs indicatj emphasis on sense, a slower-paced, heavier
tone.

4. Key words are rhymed: rue, two-and twenty, true, true. Note that

the /uw/ in the first stanza is prominent in occurrence but not in

an accented position. In the second stanza it carries the key-
word meaning and the accents.

5. The accented syllables frequently carry the diphthong; the notable

exception is the two-syllable end-of-the-line rhyme words
(exception: fancy).
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Using the Suprasegmental Phonemes to Aid the Slow Reader

Students who have mastered the skills of reading,(that is, phonetic

word identification and pronunciation) but read slowly, word for words

usually have a problem of comprehension because they can not internally

vocalize the sentence. The meaning of the sentence escapes the readers

with this kind of problem because they do not hear the sentence in total.

Reading word for word and hesitating, these students have a fragmented idea of

what they read. These students need to be acquainted with the rhythAn of

reading the language, and to accomplish this, drill on intonation contours,

pitch, stress and juncture is helpful. The method is slow, but it does help

the students to mova-bayond the skill of reading into the art of comprehension

which, after all, is the prime reason for reading.

The drill should begin with sentences that are fairly complex. (For

obvious reasons short plays are ideal for the initial step.) The teacher

should use sentences which present problems, such as those containing direct

address, appositives, adverbial and participial phrases; these should be used

to demonstrate the manner in which an ordinary speaker would say these sentences.

Distortion and repetition of correct reading help the students to realize that

pitch levels differ for the different readings. Following this, the students

are then instructed in the method of marking the four pitch levels which

forces them to search for the correct meaning and to listen carefully to

the reading.

The terminals are introduced next; most students seem to have an

intuitive understanding of these and quickly become aware that, while it is

a common practice in speech, they have failed to transpose these signals to
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their reading. Students are instructed to anticipate sentence patterns. For

example, the normal declarative and imperative sentences end with a pitch down

(4), while a rising pitch (1) signals a question. Students find that in

struggling with the problem of "proper reading" they are in actuality trying

to understand what is being said. The tendency at this point is for stu-

dents to begin to exaggerate; however, with practice and speed they return to

more natural but improved reading.

The next instruction should be in marking the primary stresses ac an

introduction to marking the sentence contours; this, for the poor readers,

seems to present a special difficulty since they do not read with the kind

of rapidity in which the natural pattern would occur. To them, it appears

that every second or third word is naturally stressed. When students read a

sentence and give primary stress to each of the words, the teacher must draw

on the student's natural speech pattern by having the students read the sentence

as well as they can, thon look up from the paper and "tell" the sentence to

the class in a conversational tone. Students are asked to note the difference

and are encouraged to comment on which reading clarifies the meaning. Some-

times a careful paraphrasing of the sentence is a clue to whether real

comprehension has taken place. Students who arc-not reading orally have

to be made aware that they must internally vocalize the sound in order to

arrive at the sense of the sentence. While this does violence to the principles

of speed reading, it does have great merit for the student who is unable to

cope with comprehension while reading at a slower than average pace.

Hafting sentence contours is the final step in the study; the poor reader

frequently does not have the desirable eye movements necessary to precede

the word being spoken and, therefore, to preview the kind of reading the
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sentence should have. Emphasizing anticipation of a pattern for the various

sentence structures enables a student to gain the necessary confidence to

succeed at the first reading or, if he fails, to have a method of attack

with which ho can approach a second reading.
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(This hots is' intended as a cross-reference for classes which have

studied or will study some of the history of the English language. Stu-

dents who-have studied phonology can understand this concept if the teacher

wishes to present it. For further information the teacher is referred to any

text on the history of the English language.)

Many changes occur in any living language. An interesting one in

English known as the Great Vowel Shift occurred in the 14th, 15th, and

16th centuries. It explains why our long vowels are now fvonounced

differently from the same vowels in the Romance languages whereas they had

originally been the same. We can tell from comparing Chaucer and Shakeseare,

for example, that such changes did occur, but we cannot tell why.

During this period the vowels pronounced low in the mouth gradually

moved upward; that is, the tongue moved upward in the.mouth so that those long

vowels which could be raised were raised and those which wore already pronounced

high in the mouth became diphthongs. We can chart this movement approximately

using phonemic symbols and remembering that the front of the mouth is repre-

sented as being on the left:/ I
IV/

7iVz

/62-zfr/ /e-tz"/A
r 0,600/

name

mead

five

goat

root

down

Chaucer

Alma/

imeyda/

IfiY0
/gata/

/rota/
/duwn/

Shakespeare

barn,/

An114/

/fayv/

/gowt/

/mit/

/dawn/
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This Great Vowel Shift is very important in understanding the use of

the vowel symbols in modern English. Sound changes are independent of

spelling changes. In the vocabulary of this unit, during the time between

Chaucer and Shakespeare the vowel phonemes changed, but the vowel graphemes

did not.

VIII, Al 4.

Intonation Pattern

Read the sentences aloud to your
on each.

1. He wants an apple.

dr
2. I'd likea soda.

\

3. He bought a hot dog.

4. She ate the sandwich.

5. He had a wrist watch.

6. I'd like to come over.

7. She'd like to hellr it.

,e
S. I want to answer her.

9. Charlotte likes hominy grits.

10. He earned an "A."

11. I'll try to leave.

12. He wants some soup.

/e
'13. She can't see them.

All are 2 - 3 - 1. These were at

criticize each other's patterns.

partner:. then mark the intonation pattern

14. Ava wants to know.

15. So she'll find out.

,e
16. Carol has a now car.

17. Bill Jones sits on a flagpole every day.

18. The girl ran away to Australia.

19. The desk is made of mahogany.

best team is the feculty.

Bye is good for 30 points.

20. The

21. Mr.

22. Mr.

23. Mr.

./'
Robertis is leading cheers for our side.

Gorham is our star guard.

24. Mr. Spalding towers over all the varsity.

25. A....11"11122/AlaigaHL12EBERAllose.

least started in class so the students could
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STRESS AND INTONATION CONTOURS

I. Write the stress marks over the following words: (Indicate the levels by

/( primary) (secondary), \ (tertiary), (weak).

1. Siam, Siamese

2. inject, injection

3. perfect (adj.), perfect (verb), perfection (noun)

4. nonsense, nonsensical

5. pious, impious

6. sacrilege, sacrilegious

II. In nouns and adjectives of two syllables in English, does the stress

generally fall on the first or on the second syllable? Cite examples to

support your statement.

III. In words of three syllables in English where does the primary stress

generally fall? Cite examples to illustrate.

IV. Indicate the most probable intonation contour for the following groups by

marking one of the examples.

a. They wont home early.

Jim road his biography.

The poodle had a haircut.

The rain came in great gusts.

b. They secured ham, potatoes, and fruit.

The computer planned the programs, printed the schedules, and sorted the

data.

The children played in the park, on the sidewalk, and in the trees.

The urchins were hungry, exhausted, and cold.

c. After the ballots were cast, the votes were counted.

He arrived early though ho was not expected until noon.

Although Shaw wrote the play in 1900, it is very pertinent today.
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d. Where are the cookies? Why isn't the cost included?

What plans did they make? Whom did you see?

e. Is all this possible?

Can Joe join us in the afternoon?

Does radar travel infinite distances?

f. Did they ask for the editor or his assistant?

Are you going with them or staying here?

g. This is the proper procedure, isn't it? (one way)

This is the proper procedure, isn't it? (another way)

h. Just as though ho knew him.

i. Did he recognize him? Just as though he knew him.

j. lie spoke to him just as though ho knew him.

k. Just as though ho knew him?

V. For a, b, and c, above, write a generalization of the pattern for
statements.

For d, 0, f, and g above, write a generalization which covers the patterns
for questions. (Note the intended answers.)

For h, i, j, and k, explain the use of intonation contours as an aid
for sentence recognition and/Or sontence punctuation.
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VIII, A, 6. SIBILANTS

/0/ (voiceless)
Distribution: initialp--see; middle--assist; final--hats
Spelling: s-see; es -pass; sc-scent; seisd schism; c-race; z--waltz;

zr.toxic; silent-aisle

/z/ (voiced)
Distribution: initia/-zone; middle-dizzy; final-rose
Spelling: z-zest; zz-dizzy; s-raise; ss-dissolve; x-xylophone; ex-exist;

Distinguish /e/ and /z/ by placing the proper phoneme above the letter.

/s/ /z/
sip zip

Sue zoo advice advise seal zeal sink zinc race raze raise

rice rise Bruce bruise loose lose house(n) house(v) close(adj)
close (v)

Exercise: Test your ability to distinguish /0/ from /z/ by placing the

following words in the appropriate columns labeled /s/ and /z /.

advice advise design cheese lost loose resonate muscles circus zenith

machine visualize thousand reception absence message miserable possess

heroes essential treason pizza absolve closo(adj) close(v)

USES OF THE LETTER -S

-s is used to form three (3) of the seven (7) English inflectional suffixes.

History: more were 307 inflectional suffixes in 905 AD--Anglo Saxon or

Old English.

Inflection: A process of suffixation or infixati,on (in English) which adapts

a word to a grammatical function without changing lexical meaning.

(Francis, 593)

Suffix: An affix attached to the end of a word or a root.

An affix which follows a base. (Francis, 181)

1. -s means noun plural, and sounds /s/ or /z/ : cats/s/; dogs/z/; diShes/z/

2. -'s means noun singular possessive, and sounds /0/ or /z /:

cat's /s/; dog's /z /; dish's /z/; book's /s /; boy's /z /; Charles's/z/

3. -0 moans noun plural possessive, and sounds Is/ or /z/:

cats' /s /; dogs' /z/; dishes' /z/; books' /s/; boys' /z/; Marlowe' /2/

4. -a means possessive pronouns, and sounds /z/ and /s/:

ours /z/; yours /z /; his /z /; hors /z /; theirs/z/; its/s/
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5e -s means third person, singular, present tense of verbs, and sounds is/ or /z/

sings /z /; wishes /z/; flirts /s /; thinks /s /; trios /z/; talks Is/

(The only irregular formp are do-does; have-has; say-says.)

*6. -'s moans contraction of a noun or pronoun and a verb:

*This is not an inflectional suffix.

Examples: it's /i/ means "it is" (contrast its)

there's /z/ means "there is" (contrast theirs)

he's /z/ means "he is" or "he has"
she's /z/ moans "she is" or "she has"

HISTORY OF -S as an inflectional suffix (Note the vowel shift from /a/ to /.3,/ to /O,

OE sing. ME sing. MhE sing.

Nom. star stan atone

Gen. stones stanos stone's

flat. stare stan
Auc stan stan 11111011111111014111111//b

0E41.
stanaa
stana
stanum
stanas

ME pl.
atanes
stanos
stanos
stones

MnE pl.
stones'

atones'

11111111=0111

The origin of the plural -s is quite obviously the ME plural which had novae"
or simplified the more complex inflections of the OE. Besides the OE forms cized

hero, there were many other altornatites.

POSSESSIVE

The languages derived from Latin, the Romance languages, have dropped the genitive

inflection, its function being performed by the function word of.

L. "pater Caroli" Charles's father
Fr. 41e pore do Charles"
Sp. "el padre de Carlos"
It. "il padre di Carlo"

English has not lost its genitive
inflection, but can use either

construction: "Charles's father" or

"the father of Charles"

Refer again to the above chart. Fill in the missing MhE forms. "Leveling" is

again abvious.

Refer to the Prologue to Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, lines 47, 293 -4, 556, and 700.

FUl worthy was he in his lordes were. (speaking of the Knight)

...have at his boddes heed twenty booties (speaking of the Clerk's room at Oxford)

Reed as the brustlos of a sowes erys (speaking of the red hairs in the
Miller's wart)

...in a glas he hadde :Armes bones (speaking of the Pardoner's relics)

Note the -es and the absence of the apostrophe. MBE DID THE APOSTROPHE COME

FROM? Shakespeare did not use it; modern printers have inserted it.

"Helens beauty" "natures truth" "Hyporions curls"

By Shakespeare's time, the early 17th c., people were largely unaware of the OE

genitive and they searched for an "explanation" for the -s. Many decided it was



an abbreviated form of his, the possessive of it:

OE third person neuter singular pronoun

Nom. hlt became NE hit
Gen. his ME his
Dat. him ME - --

Ace. hit ME hit

78

Note: These are only the most
common forms

In the unstressed position the h sound weakened and by the beginning of the modern

period hit had become it in the nominative and accusative. The possessive,

however, was still his. This continued until the middle of the 17th century.

Shakespeare has Portia say: "How far that little candle throws his beams."

The King James Bible has: "If the salt lose his savor, wherewith shall it be saltee

By the mid-17th century, people EXPLAINED the -s as the abbreviation of his, the

apostrophe indicating the missing hi. So Ben Jonson wrote in his Grammar: 1692:

"the Emperor, his court" should be "the Emperor's court" ..."thereby to avoid

the gross Syntax of the Pronoun his joining with a Noun."

Thus what was felt to be a sign of the omitted letters hi became our common

sign of the possessive. Eventually the use of it in the plural possessive followed.

At the same time there was a tendency to develop the form its. It was probably

used colloquially for some time before it appeared in print in a 1597 book of

madrigals. The King James Bibles, however, does not use its. It uses of it

or ,tho in places where we would find its more natural.

"Two cubits and a half was the length of it."
"Two cubits was the length thereof."

Shakespeare sometimes uses plain it as a possessive:

Horatio says of the ghost, "It lifted up it head."

The fool in King Lear says, "The hedge-sparrow fed the cuckoo so long that

it had it head bit off by it young."
A'

Its became gradually accepted. When apostrophes became common, they were added

to tho personal pronouns as well as to nouns, with the result'that'before 1800

the present possessive, its, was written with an apostrophe, it's.

The contraction its from it is is also a recent development. Earlier the

contraction was usually 'tis, and there were many similar forms: 'Um, tot,
forit, etc.

To the Teacher: This unit has not attempted to teach in the sense of mastering

the proper use of the apostrophe. But, of course, ample drill material is available

It is hoped that the "study in depth" has furnished insights that stimulate

interest. Maybe the knowledge will affect practice.

Further research: students can look up won't in the dictionary to account

for the o.
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VIII, Al 7.

In addition to the imbalance of phonemes and sound-spellings, we have

the complication of words with silent letters:

doubt handkerchief sign pneumonia facts

EXERCISES

Compiling word lists of the different spellings of the same sound can

be helpful. By analyzing those lists one can develop a sensitivity to the

sound-spelling relationships of English.

1. Develop word lists for each of the spellings of the /k/ sound.

2. List 13 words in which the /b/ sound is spelled bb.

3. List three spellings and illustrations of the /t/ sound that are

not listed on the phoneme-grapheme chart.

4. List three words which contain silent letters. (Stops)

knee

SPELLING PROBLEMS

Much of the present difficulty in spoiling has come from the fact that

our pronunciation of words has changed while our alphabet has not. The word

knight was pronounced as it was spelled in the Middle Ages. However, at the

close of the Middle Ages discrepancies between sounds and their written symbols

increased. In some instances letters wore added, not because they were pro-

nounced, but because they had appeared in the original forms as was the case pith

doubt. Here the letter b was added because it had originally appeared in the

Latin word dubitare.

Helpful to remember that k is silent before n unless n begins the next
syllable as in knot, acknowledge

b is silent after m unless m begins the next
syllable as in dumb, lumber

ed in final position is unreleased; so it is hard
to hear; used
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g is silent before n or m in the same syllable as

in ad, diaphragm

gh makes a silent combination in many words, as
in 22wht

EXERCISE

Indicate, by a double list, words which contain the silent letters listed

above and words in which the same letters are pronounced due to their position

in a different syllable.
Silent Sounded

Example: knee sickness

VIII, Al 8

SOUND PATTERNS AND PUNCTUATION

Another way(though loss definite) that stress patterni of individual

words vary is in the need for contrast.

/ /
Example: Not Ben and Margaret, but Ben or Margaret will help sell tickets

EXERCISE 3. CONTRAST. Place primary stress marks over the appropriate

words.

1. Tom is a better guard than Randy.

2. The weather is balmier in Bermuda than in Spain.

3. The band left yesterday, not today.
6

Her pearl is not genuine, but mine is.

5. Dick is taller than Dave.

EXERCISE 4. Write five original sentences in which you express contrast.

Place primary stress marks over the appropriate words.
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SUGGESTED EXERCISES FOR THE APPLICATION OF INTONATION CONTOURS
TO THE PROBLEMS OF SENTENCE FRAGMENTS AND RUN-ON SENTENCES

(Designed for those students who have more difficulty than the
average student.)

I. (Problems involving participial, propositional, and infinitive phrases)

A. Practice sentence contours for simple sentence patterns:

1. We made the movie.
2. The plot was terrible.
3. Tho suspense was missing.
4. Wo sent it to Jane to re-do.

B. Practice sentence contours for simple sentence patterns with modifiers:

1. Jane and her cousins from Wisconsin rewrote the plot.
2. Bill, reading the story, exploded with laughter.
3. The little girl with the many boxes of berries was to take them

to the jam maker.
40 Approaching the house bravely she went up the steps to ring the bell.
5. Suddenly sho heard a car horn which seemed to have gong wild.

C. Note the intonation contours of the phrase groups within the sentence
patterns in B.

D. Note the intonation contours when the phrase groups are used alone.

1. Is there any change in contour when the same group is used by itself?
2. Which ones (if any) assume that a question is asked?
3. Does the intonation contour change if a question is assumed and if

this phrase is an answer?

E. In D, select the constructions which have subjects and verbs similar
to sentence patterns that you know.

1. Do these phrases have full intonational contours like tho regular
sentence patterns?

2. Do these constructions have sense like regular sentence patterns?
Is there any word or phrase which indicates that these constructions
might be answering questions?

3. Are the questions necessary to the sense of the constructions in
E? (See (2)0 If questions are a requirement for gavg9 can wo
assume that this construction is complete?

4. What conclusions can we make about complete constructions and
incomplete constructions of this type?
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II. (Problems involving appositives and subordinate clauses in final position.)

A. Practice regular sentence contours for simple sentonco patterns:

B.

1. The little girl spilled the
2. She was very hungry.
3. What would you do?

4. She rang the bell again and
5. She gave it a final twist.

berries.

again.

Practice intonation contours for sentences containing appositives
and subordinate clauses.

1. Suddenly she was holding the bell, a bunch of wheols.and springs.
2. The horn blared on although the boll was no longer working.

3. Suddenly she froze as an icy hand clasped her neck.
4. It was her scream that sho heard next.
5. It sounded like a clarion that should bring the neighbors to

the hunt.
6. She found her foot glued to the porch when she tried to run.
7. Tho next moment there wore new noises, the booming of the bells

from the church belfry.
8. She tried to tell the world sho needed help1

C. Separate the appositive and subordinate clause constructions:

1. Note the intonation contours for these fragments when they appear in

isolation.
2. In order to make sonso, what question must be understood in front

of those constructions?
3. What statements can bo made about the sense of these constructions

When they appear in isolation?

III. (Rua-on sentence problems)

A. Mark the intonation contours for the two parts of the sentences below:

1. I'm tired of noises, let's have some peace for a change.
2. The more I study these, the easier they become.
3. The water came up to tho shore line, it was whore the water usually cam:

4. Last summer the water Iowa. was low, we had a wide sandy beach for a

change.

5. The polliwogs needed more water., they had to move quickly into the

stream.
6. The color of the mud flats was no longer gray, the.crayfish had no

protection from the would-be scientists.
7. Give me time, gill catch them for you.
8. Examine them carefully, see if you can find their jaws.

How maw primary stresses do you have in each part?

What differences in contours do you note between the two major parts?

According to intonation contours, which of the major parts is a
comploto construction? Whidhis incomplete?

What word is used to join the two parts? What punctuation is
necessary as a consequence?

B.

C.

D.

E.
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EXERCISES FOR AFFRICATES:

NI

Exorcise: /c/ and h/. Minimal pairs.

chest, jest

etch, edge

chump, jump

batch, badge

choice, Joyce

Chester, jester
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Exercise: The following words contain one of the affricates /c/ or /j/.
Indicate on the line the appropriate phonemic symbol.

1. Champion 6. chicken

2. reach 7. grandeur

3. Japan 8. creature

4. teacher 9. budge

5. couch _____10. dodge

Exercise: Above eaoh /0/ and /j/ sound in the following paragraph, write the
appropriate phonemic symbol.

"Which switch turns on the gym lights?" questioned Jim of

Charley, the old soldier who was on a pension. "You educated

chaps ie all alike, "chortled Charley. "Just chock the legend

under the ledge; it's all pictured there for you, jumping right

atcha," he exaggerated. "Don't bo so righteous," growled Jim,

conscious that Charley was egging him on. "Just now, I'd like

to cudgel the old goat," Jim jawed to himself as he set his chin.

Exercise: The following words contain one of the fricatives or one of the
affricates. Write the appropriate phonemic symbol.

1. choice 6. gem

2. teeth 7. phone

3. rather 8. thick

4. cough 9. poach

5. rover 10. bridge
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VIII, A, 11.

EXERCISES FOR FRICATIVES

Exercise: Minimal pairs, /f/ and /v/:

fife, five

safe, save

fast, vast

few, view

believe, belief

fine, vino feign, vein

file, vile fear, veer

feel, veal fat, vat

fain, vain grieve, grief

relieve, relief

Exercise: /f/ and /v/. Above each /f/ or /v/ sound In the following

paragraph, write the correct phonemic symbol.

Phil the fluter fell off his plough one find Friday. "IN° had

enough of these very fertile furrows," he roughly phonated as he

followed his vile horse through the field.

Exercise: Minimal pairs, 49/andd/V:

either, other loath, loathe

wreath, wreathe

Exercise: /Wand / /: Using the phonemic symbol, indicate the sound of each

th in the following words:

thank, than thimble, them

thistle, this thug, thus

Exercise: /Wand /8/: Test your ability to hear the voiced /Nand
the voiceless /(/ in these words by writing each word in the appropriate

column. Include a column headed "Neither."

List: either, father, ether, mother, smooth, Thomas, author, then

thick, them, thumb, bathe, wreathe, hotheaded, bath, wreath, soothe,

thistle, thirst, myth, anthill, truth, mouth°, mouth, fifth, there
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Exercise: /e/ and /a/. Above each /9 or PA/ sound in the following
paragraph, write the correct phonemic symbol.

Thomas and Theodore thumped Thad on his thatch-topped head.

"Thank you for those thumps," thundered Thad as he threw a box

of thyme at Thomas and Theodore.

Exercise: Minimal pairs for fricatives /f/, /v/, /6/2 and /P.

/f/ and /e /:

frill, thrill loaf, loath

fret, threat fresh, thresh

/v/ and 4/:

that, vat thy, vie

In and /at:

fuss, thus rife, writhe

laugher, lather heifer, heather

and /v/:

thicker, vicar moth, mauve

Exercise: A/2 /v/, /6/2 and /A/: Above each /f /, /v 6/, or /g/
sound in the following paragraph, write the correct phonemic symbol.

The thoughtful thief laughed up his sleeve as he pilfered the

teeth of his fellow felon. "Leave those teeth there, you

oafish ruffian," thundered the victim of the fiendish theft.

"Off with the hands, you phony friend, or file your name

with Thomas Thompson, the third highest officer in the force."

Exorcise: /f /, /v /, /6/, and /5/: The following words contain one of the

friction sounds. On the lino write the phonemic symbol that represents.

the sound.

1. fry 6. smoother

2. vest /. Over

3. theater 8. weather

4. proof 9. drift

5. there 10. strive
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EXERCISE 1. SIBILANTS: Minimal pairs

Write the phonemes /4,/ and /z/ above the letters which they

represent. Example:

Sue, zoo

advice, advise

loose, lose

/8/ /z/
sip zip

race, raze

Bruce, bruise

sink, ziak
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close(adj), close (v)

coal, zeal

house(n), house (v)

EXERCISE 2. SIBILANTS: Minimal pairs

,v
Write the phonemes /s/ and /z/ above the letters which they represent

wither azure

EXERCISE 3. SIBILANTS: Minimal pairs: Phonemes Is/ and /8/.

single, shingle fasten, fashion

listen, fission (not minimal)

EXERCISE 4. MINIMAL PAIRS, Phonemes /z/ and /ti/.

bays, beige

EXERCISE 5. SIBILANTS

sip, ship

shore, sore

ruse, rouge cortez, cortege

Eachyordgin the following list contains one of the four sibilants,

/sh /24 /sh N. On the line write the phonemic symbol that indicates

the sound.

1. scone 6. thistle

2. wash 7. blows

3. treasure S. tissue

4. chaos 9. vision

5. clothes 10. chisel
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EXERCISE 6. /s/ and /z/ sounds in words.

That your ability to hear the /s/ and the /z/ sounds in these

words by writing each word in the appropriate column. Write the appropriate

sibilant sound in each word. Omit any words that have neither sound.

LIST: advice, advise, design, cheese, lost, loose, resonate,

muscles, circus, zenith, machine, visualize, thousand, reception,

absence, message, miserable, possess, heroes, essential, treason, pizza,

absolve, close (adj), close (verb), yours.

/s/ /z/

EXERCISE 7. /S/ and /z/ sounds in words.

%I
Test your ability to hear the /s/ and /z/ sounds in these words by

writing each word in the appropriate column. Write the correct sibilant

phoneme in each word. Omit any words that have neithor sound.

LIST: assure, azure, fictitious, ambitious, vision, massage,

horizontal, omission, rendezvous, visibility, exercise, insure, protege.

41/ /1//

EXERCISE 8. SIBILANTS - /S,/, ///, /z /.

"Surely you know sumac and sugar are the only two words in English

in which Hess" is pronounced as "essaitch," said Sam Smith in our buzz

session in his garage.

"I certainly treasure that lesson," shouted Sean Zielinski, as

ho muzzled his vicious Schnauzer. "It is a pleasure to sit on your beige

cement and hear words of wisdom from a schismatic scholar."
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SPELLING PROBLEMS INVOLVING SIBILANTS

Verb-Noun combinations

advice - advise
device - devise
choice - choose - chosen

Confusion of -s, -c, -so, -ss

accent, ascent, assent
council, counsel, consul
decent, descend (t), condescend
fascinate
possess
reminisce
scene
success
unnecessary

Adjective-Verb combinations

loose, lose

Confusion of -0 and -0

absence
presence
sense
suspense
census-consensus

supersede
precede
proceed
procedure

Words spelled -xc or -cc /ks/

excellent exhalation
excitable exhibit
accidentally accede, accession

Confusion of /S/ and /z/

amaze
anxiety
criticism-
criticize

disease
dissolve

Confusion of /s/

sision
visualize
garage
beige
measure

emphasize
exercise
facility
fantasy
magazine
doe sn t

IN/
and /z/

mirage
cortege
azure
treasure
anxious

ceiling, sealing (homophones)
prophecy - prophesy

Homophones:
cite, sight, site
canvas, canvass
seller, cellar
cent, scent, sent
symbol, cymbal
desert (v), dessert (n)

confused with noun desert

close, close

concede
recede
pretense
defense
process

exercise
accept

conducive
offense
license
muscle

except
accident
excusable

recognize rosonant
reservoir analysis -

surprise analyze

symbolize paralysis -

treason paralyze
realize- realism - realization

leisure
conscious
occasion
usually

concession
conscience
obsession
rouge

Words ending in -co (pronounced /s/): noticeable, peaceable
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Phoneme
/ /

I. Initial Presentation

A. Phoneme /1/ as in bring, singing, slung

B. Description--dorsovelar nasal

C. Reproduction- -back of tongue against soft palate

D. Distribution--medial--longer
Final - -dam, Eine

II. Teacher Materials

A. Spelling:

ng--singer, strength

Note phonemic spelling /rig/ on such words as plongatc, longest,

Note phonemic spelling /9k/ for such words as mati, twinklo

B. Exercise:

Insert the /9/ or the variations noted above if they apply to the

following words:

1. linger 6. stagnant

2. sinking 7. wringer

3. lengthen 8. anger

4. stringent 9. rancor

5. ice rink 10. fingering



Phoneme

I. Initial presentation

A. Identify the phoneme /m/ as in mice, man, am, crumb

B. Distinguish the sound from /n/ and A7Tother nasals for which

they can also "feel" the nasal vibraions.

C. Describe the physical production; it is a nasal, bilabial.

continuant. Close your lips and hum.

D. Note the distribution of /m/

1. Initialmine, class add others.

2. Medialfamily, class add others.

3. Final--hum, class add others.
Because the final /mi may cause spelling problems, the

teacher may want to include several from this list: emblem

proclaim, kingdom, redeem, exam, bottom, problem, program,

monogram, telegram, system, synonym.

II. Teacher Materials

A. Spelling variations
m!--man, miller
mn--hymn, autumn, condemn, column, damn, solemn, mnemonid.

mb--lamb, crumb: dumb, climb, thumb, jamb, bomb, comb, numb, tomb

lm-- psalm, calm, palm, balm, alms, qualms

mm-commits accommodate

B. Spelling Problems

1. When the final m is preceded by a single vowel and the syllable

is accented, double the final ia before adding a suffix beginning

with a vowel, or y.
&ample: cram/ming; hum/Ming; program/Ming

monogram/mod; telegram/mod
problemtmatic; clam /my; Tom/my

2. The prefix in- becomes lime- before an initial m: immature, immediate

immeasurable

3. M is usually sounded; the n is usually silent in an nn combination.

See the list in II.A. above.
Note: mnemonic, shows an exception in the mm.

Also, the suffix mont + a word ending in n, such as

government and environment, has both consonants sounded.

C. Exercises
1. Write words from II.A. and HA. in phonemic transcription on

a separate sheet of paper; on the following day, spell these

in correct graphemic transcription.

2. Using a dictionary, find other possible problem words involving m.

3. Underlined graphemes: transcribe them phonemically

Supplying nothing dam semantics tram

treatment flamed committee command bimetallism

4. Can you? Kam mrmaris marmeydz ham himz tuw ea salam muwn.

Try this: Milyanz an milyanz mnenaj marbts ay, nmeman.

5. Students compose a sentence in phonemic transcription, check it

with one neighbor, and then give it to another neighbor to be

transcribed.



VIII, A, 14.
Phoneme In

1. In as in right, heron, core. This phoneme is called a semivowel because it
is always made in conjunction with at least one vowel, rpaidly blending into
the vowel sound which follows it, or the vowel sound rapidly blends into it.
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2. It occurs in a word in initial, medial, or final position, arranged before,
between, and after vowels or diphthongs.

/r/ is pronounced in a variety of ways throughout the country. In eastern
New England, eastern Canada, Now York City, and the southern coastal states
/r/ is pronounced only when it is immediately followed by a vowel, as in reach,
rise, maws, boring, and Marion. Most Americans, however, pronounce In when-
evor the grapheme appears in writing whether followed by a vowel or a consonant.

In some parts of the country, particularly in parts of New England, there is a
tendency to introduce an /r/ in such phrases as law and order, idea of, America
is, and vanilla ice cream. This /27/, known as the intrusive /r77177pparently
inserted between words to maintain fluency when one word ends on a vowel and
the next one begins with a vowel. President Kennedy's famous use of the
phrase the Cuba incident X70 kyubar insidant/ is a case in point.

3. It is produced in three ways:

The tongue-back /r /- -the tongue is raised in back against the upper teeth, and
the front of the tongue is sloped downward, with the tip of the tongue drawn
slightly back. The lips are often somewhat rounded. This is the most common
way the /r/ is mado in general American dialect.

The tongue-tip /r/--the back of the tongue is raised against the upper teeth,
and the tip of the tongue is turned upward and drawn back, nearly touching the
back of the gum ridge. It is relatively easy to make a trilled /r/ from this
position, by pressing it against the gum ridge as the air'is forced over the
tip of the tongue.

The friction N--the tip of the tongue is placed close to but not touching
the gum ridge. When air is forced over the tongue tip, a friction occurs. It

is a voiced sound in initial position, but may be voiceless after a voiceless
sound (tree, three). It is most likely to be produced in American speakers
after tongue-tip consonants such as /t/, /d/, and 49/.

4. Spelling--r as in rim; rh as in rhythm; rr as in merr y; re as in hero;

5. Exercises- -

a. In some of the following sentences noi3the conjoining vowel or vowels that are
linked to the /r/ and =press that link phonomically(in Harrison, Am/and /11/).

Note the blend of the vowel and the semivowel

b. Read several passages to yourself and determine whether you use the tongue-tip
/r/ or the tongue-back /r/ when you speak. Also look for places whore the frictic
jr/ might be used and determine if you normally use it yourself. What is the
effect if you try to sustain tongue contact with your gum ridge as the air passes
over the tongue-tip?

c. Look for places in the passages where you could introduce an intrusive A/ and
try reading the passages that way. How can you explain that the intrusive /r/
is not widely prevalent in American English?
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1. Harrigan boasted of his Irish breading and his proud nano.

2. The graceless criminal broke out of the brig.

3. Nitrogen is used froely as a fertilizer.

4. Tho fearful lover did not know whether to bring his darling flowers or

a fragrant perfume.

5. Random thoughts do not necessarily produce reasonable free verse.

6. The real estate broker exorcised no scruples when ho appropriated the

poor widowls property.

7. The rustle of crisp red loaves was carried by the autumn breeze.

8. The air wo broatho contains more nitrogen than oxygon.

9. The growling mongrol was tested for rabies.

10. Three policemen broke up the unruly rally.

11. Many foreign-born parsons have difficulty in pronouncing /i/ sounds.

12. For reasons not always clear, persons named Harry are reputed to bo mirthful

people.

13. Though many havt inquired, wo have not learned the answer to "Who throw the

overalls in Mrs. ftarphayls chowder?"

14. Moro theories die than survive their theorists.

15. Theresa and Roso wanted to marry Frod and Robert, and they hoped that there

would bo no need to tarry.

16. Long-rango weather forecasts are becoming increasingly accurate.

Practice pronunciation with the following minimal pairs. Add comparable

oxamplos of minimal pairs to tho right hand cola n.

/17/ /1/
rush lush
broad bled
wrong long
rain lino
grow glow
brand bland
river liver
fruit flute
free floe
rope lope
right light
rip lip
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Compare the sound of the /r/ in each of the three positions noted to find

differences in the sounds as the position changes. Aro these differences

easy to identify? Do they suggest a change in moaning?

beeinning middle end

read arrest star

rest arise floor

remain errand clear

room foreign care

right hard more

/ai/

1. /a r/ as in urbane, learn, fgE. This sound is called the "r-colored vowel"

because the7e/ blends almost immediately into the /r/ sound.

2. It occurs in the word in initial, medial, or final position and in both the

stressed and unstressed position. (stirring, mister,)

3. The sound begins with the articulators relaxed for the sound of the unstressed

vowel /a/, and then the back of the tongue glides up against the upper teeth

as the front of the tongue slopes downward with the tip drawn slightly back.

The final sound after those simultaneous changes is Al/.

4. Spelling--er as in her; ore as in were; it as in bird; err as in orr; irr as

in whirr; eur as in amateur; ur as in nurse; rxrb, as in mulb, az as in burr;

ur as in word; our as in courage; xE as in martyr; rr as in purring; ggE as

in learn; orr as in corrupt; gat as in ligE

5. Exercises --The teacher could read the following sentences to the class and

have the students write them out in grapheme spelling, putting an kr/
phoneme above the appropriate syllables or tho sentences could be prepared on

ditto so that the students could mark the /4r/ on a copy of the sentences.

The customer was torso but the merchant far from taciturn.

Myrtle needed little urging to marry Earl.

A bird in the hand is worth a good deal on earth.

Earnest did not bestir himsblf to avert the falling urn.

The curtain fell and the rehearsal was adjourned.

Morton was disturbingly discursive throughout the excursion.

"Early to rise" has a happier ending for the bird than for the worm.

Few girls need to be urged to wear ermine.

Baker's brother was a drummer.

The driver kept murmuring about the weather.
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Exercises to distinguish /i/ from /iy /.

sit . seat rid - read

bit - beat bid - bead

did - deed sill - seal

lid - lead mid - mead

Exercises to distinguish /i/ from /u/.

sit - soot

pill - pull

hid - hood

pit - put

women - woman

hick - hook

fill - full

nick - nook

Notice the "feel" of each vowel.

will - weal fill - feel

pill - peal wit - wheat

fit - feet hid - heed

kill - keel

Notice the movement from front to back.

kid - could

kick - cook

Schick - shook

more - moor

lick - look

tick - took

rick - rook

Exercises to distinguish /u/ from /uw /. Notice the glide and rounding.

soot - suit

could - cooed

full - fool hood - hood(lum) pull - pool

wood - wooed should - shoed

Exercise for phonemic transcription of /I/ and Ay/.

"Why did Bill build his loan-to on the quay?" interrogated the woman.

"Because it suited him to build here," replied Jimmy from the ravine as ho

sighted some people through his siove, busily but neatly. "He's been keen to

see Phoenix the eagle fly at Caesar the beagle for a year."

"I believe you; you've nevor deceived me," opined Ira, a rhythmic woman.

Exercise, for phonemic transcription of /u/ and /uw /.

"Who took my tools?" growled Lewis the ghoul.

"Some woman put them in your suitcase near tho now building by the sluice,"

muttered Sue the Sioux. You'd have thought she was a hooded hoodlum. You

should have soon the way she shooed that foolish owe from thu fruit and pushed

your tools into an already full pool of glue."
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/a/
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1. /e/, as in about, but, sofa. The symbol representing the sound is called

the "schwa."

2. /a/ occurs in thu word in the initial, medial, or final position and in

both stressed and unstressed syllables. Its most common occurrence is in

all unstressed vowels.

These unstressed syllables are caused by two conditions: (1) the contrast

with the stressed syllable(s) in a word and (2) the contrast with the stressed

syllable(s) in a phrase or thought group. The unstressing of the word or

syllable is a matter of established patterns of pronunciation or dialect

(compare British ilabSr4tory/ with the American /1ASIzatry/); the
unstressing in a phrase is determined by the speaker's idea (compare

/ar ya kgmil/ with /ar yaw kamit1/).

Such words as prepositions, articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, and

pronouns are ordinarily unstressed in a thought group (compare /keen/ with

/ay ken gow/). Some words have more than one unstressed form. The

conjunction and and the article the are common examples. And is likely

to be pronounced one way before a vowel (ho and I) as /hiy vend ay/ and

another before a consonant (Jack and Jill as7fask an ji1/). The has

two unstressed forms, Aii/before a vowel and./5,9/ before a consonant.

In unstressed forms, an initial /h/ may be dropp&befor© a vowel or a consonalt.

For instance, Stop him would be pronounced Atap ire/ or At6pap/. The h
words.hislher, kg, ham, and has would get similar treatment in unstressed

syllables. Other commonly unstressed words include of, six, mot from, to,

gig, was, as, but, for, or, /116 aro, shall, would, phould, a, an, them, at,

22122.

3. As the sound is produced, the tongue, jaw, and throat are relaxed. The sound

is produced in tho throat without apparent articulation above the throat.

This sound could be described as a "gruntlo": poke yourself in the stomach

hard enough to produce an involuntary cry, and that sound, without the

exclamatory quality, should bo a /a /or close to it.

4. Spelling--a as in alone; a© as in Michael; ai as in mountgin; e as in

enemy; ei as in nulloin; eo as in piagn; i as in oasily; eou as in courageous;
is as in parliament; o as in gallop; of as in porpoise; ou as in curious;

u as in out; z as in Pennsylvania or analysis.



5. Exercises--

From dictation write out the renewing words,-phrases, and clauses. (The

person doing the dictating should be careful to preserve the normally unstressed

vowel in each passage.) Over each unstressed vowel write the phoneme /.7::4,/

or /1/, whichever you hear.

London
factory
grammar
detain
division

exNrience
distance
letter
careless
greatly

jealous
gar9ent
exist
impression

glad to go They gaie free. Call them.

as was saying Buy a book for Jane. Wood and coal are
used for fuel.

as far rs. possible Give him a ticket. the books that
arc lost

the end 91 the road seeing them there

a long story 119. walked from school

to schoo.

He said he would come, but he didn't keep his promise.

She gave them a choice of black or green.

I should think he would be glad to go.

The sermon was short and well delivered.

We met her at the station.

1111111111101111fiiradirmillowahimairsram.....,,,,....--

foreigner
finally
ignorance
gradual

telling him the joke

either my sister or
the apples in the

basket
food and drink
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

This type of unit should not consist of exercises alone. The subject

of English phonology lends itself to much interesting discussion. A few

discussion questions are: suggested here. None is essential to the unit,

and there is no sequential order.

1. How can a knowledge of suprasegnental phonemes help one to read

poetry with greater appreciation (Possible example-- e. e. cummings

"anyone lived in a pretty how town" However, any poetry could be used.)

2. Should the English alphabet be reformed and enlarged?

(Discussion of Shaw's bequest for this purpose, the ITA, etc.)

3. What factors lead to speech dialects? Are these dialects reflected

in spelling? Why or why not? Do these dialects contribute to spelling

errors?

4. Is the current trend toward greater standardization or greater

diversity in English speech? What factors are operating here? Do you

believe this is a good or bad trend? Why?

5. Have you over hoard sonemo pronounce each word correctly and

yet read badlyvery badly? What was wrong? Why?

6. Why do we put so much emphasis on correct spelling? Is it really

important? (If students have read Sarah Kemble Knight's Journal in their

English III anthology, they should be asked how they liked her spelling.)

7. If there French students in the class, ask them to explain the

difference in stress between a few cognate words in French and in English

(gouvernement menagerie, representation, etc.) Also a few complete sentences

could show the class the difference in sentence sound pattern.



8. If there aro students of a foreign language in the class, ask

them to pronounce the alphabet in the foreign language. The difference

in the names of the letters, especially in continental values of the

vowels, will undoubtedly surprise many. This exercise can be broadening

for monolingual students.

9. If a student wishes to tape the utterances of a two-year-old,

the class can distinguish the English and non-English phonemes. (Presumably,

chilaren at two years babble only in phonemes important to their native

language.)
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VIII

C. SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS which can be

used by the teacher in addition

to tests accompanying phonology

teaching packets
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Write the numbers indicated in phonemic transcription.

1.

2.

3.

5.

100

Spell these words correctly.

1. /wustaigir/ 6. /wo6.191./..

2. /kantrolzr/ 7. /briy1/

3. /130.aegord/ 8. ftaloiq/

4. /kiy/ or /kwey/ 9. /Ayuwt/

5. /varguw/ 10. /sartan/

Explain how these utterances differ in meaning.
2 2 3 2 3 1 1

1. Will you have beefibr liver now to
2 3 3

2. Will you have beef or liver now)4

Mark the intonation patterns of pitch and juncture.

1. Why are you doing that

2. Please open the window

3. If he makes another touctdown he will lead his team to the championship
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VIII, C, 2.

SEGMENTAL PHONEME TEST Name (in phonemic symbols, please)

I. Transcribe the following words

1. 17 q

2. hi a cl 444
c;tylei akM

4, eisal
5. ha iv?'

into English:

6. 19iawt

7.

8. e4 diyties
9. Ay teni

II. Transcribe the following words
v

//44-/"//1. cringe 7

2. ski /Ski/

3, thine laei yy /7

4. jug

5. sung /-5a /
III. If th© following pairs of words arcs minimal pairs, write "MP in the first

column; if they are not, write "On. If they are minimal pairs, write the

10. lL5PLyfr
c/

into phonemic symbols:

6. cupid ....461)/t/673 c(j/

aley-eJt

7. fission /F/9;a17/

8. fishing

9. missile 477

10. Thomas /74e7/7767-5/

phonomos alich difforontiato then in the second column.

1. fool - veal If/tV/ 6. chump - jump

2. dead - debt P Mit/ 7. shard - chard

3. said - shod M /5. Hi/ 8. pick - pig

4. trouble doublo 9. rush - rust 0

5. breath - breathe0 10. glamour a granmar

M Ill/t/
IV. The following are nonsonso words in phonemic symbols.

Rewrite them in a. common English spelling:

1. /frig,/

2. /spliynk/

3. /saenj/

4. /null ../1744.1,"

5. /eruwk/ a2eitAi feyuCJ

6. /timbal/

7. /klowf/

8. /stroYm/ --d4;4-Ne./.--,edieU411

9. /growk/

10. /kloyd/ .4:Adoe/ _JJA-chi

--eia,;def)
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V. Some of the following phonemic combinations are possible in English,

while others are not. If th.) combination can be pronounced as it is

written, write "C" in the column after the symbols; it it cannot be

pronounced as it is written, change one phoneme only to make the

word "English." Rewrite the pronounceable word.

th/ 6. /liyvz/

2. /rabt/ .2:2g11/1 7. /1a)fz/

3. /kikt/ -4/1-.1)

4. /1m f d/ 4t1C ft/

I. /1.00 pd/

8. /left/

9. /reyjd/

5. /livd/ 10. /boygt/

/Le
mINNNIMINNImMI

1,,/11-1

/

VI. Write the plurals of the following words in phonemic symbols:

1. witch 14//CCPzi// 4. buzz
(9 //

2. hat

3. boy

VII. Add 2Ing to the following

1. pin

044v44,1

.

3. win --terc-v,."1.4,7,-/

,

4. wine .-.41-fr'e-nt4V-- 9. robe .4

2. pine

words:

6. hop

7. hope

8. rob -/ 13.

5. cage /e).# z

6. stick

/6,-
e'reA". 11. wad Galt..et.--
.

/

......of I
ee

-xi .--- 12. wade

426(.1 strip -4e4.C;e2i0444...--
I f--4 / l*

.,-- .14. stripe Ausi,6e44.--

''1-4.---15. home -47Leni--
i ,

dC

16. hum ..../644w4Prze7

5. dine
.O

.7 ,41i 10. stop



VIII, Cp.3. FbonemicsTost Nato (in phonemic script, please)

Transcribe the following words into English:

1. /nat/ ..Thre 6. /fa; 'elan/

2. /friyz/ .24'4.jc) 7. /fiziks/ -...-__......

.

3. /Ld/ ...Silt', //,' 8. /j iyam atriyi W x'0771ti.Zire ....''''

4. iikra/ eAtiale.1 9. /1nrig r/ ,/e7- il
5. /traiyal/ Z-6-ei irk 10. /ex V
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Transcribe the/ e a /71 /followini words into phonemic symbols:

1. charge 6. poor es

./

2. knee bil/i 7. moose

,

in w e.---

3. shush /A91 / 8. mouse Z/77
ii a

4 stitch .L.A.774t. be/ 9. news
4 zee" , .z

pure 42),/ zw/-/ answer 4V ra...1.-./
5.

10.,

If the following pairs of words are minimal pairs, write 4.1M in the first

column; if they are not, write "0" If they are minimal pairs, write the

phoneme in the second word which differontiates thorn.

1. meal - keel Pi &( 6. thump - dump /11 Imo!

2. toot - doubt .

C2 7. share - chair d a/
3. shod - shado Al Z54/ 8. lame - lamb n M /
4. thimble - nimble Al //7/ 9. truth - soothe el

(n) (v)

5. mouth - mouth A9 /J 10. food - foot 0

The following are nonsense words in phonemic symbols. Rewrite them in

commonest English spelling.

1. /vat/
2. /pm e//

3. /n9 z/

4. /kyuwn/

5 iniyp/

""Thea/a

1.e)

7. /areCY

8. /slawnj/

9. /er4j9s/
10. /klaynd/



VIII, C, 4.
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Sonic of the following words aro pronouncoablo in English; others arc not.

If the word can be pronouncod as it is now written, rowrito it in English;

if it cannot be pronounced as now written, undcrlino the phoneme which makes

it unpronounceable and write the word in phonemics with tho letter which

would make it pronouncoablo.

Examplo: /ripd/ cannot be pronounced as written; it can be pronounced if it

if changed to/ript/.

/144Pt/

4./

lie ill/
5. /lam/

1. ivipd,/

2. /rowbd/

3. /likt/

4. /lad /,

41111

6. /3.0wrz/ /Avit..s-

7. /peyntd/ /ft et si 01/4=P e4/

8. /rtigd/
(I/ A

9. /i4/

100 /bazt/ //4 5p ///

. 41/

On what basis did you make the above changes? .44reitLid aidu%kr)

Write tho plurals of the following words in photooic symbols:

1. match /,?7 cV.

2. wit

3. boy

Add to tho following:

1. lop

2. robs( ,eoy_

3. win

4. pull 141 °°.
4 4,

5. pull 4.ttet,---

16. boat

4. fuzz

5. rage

6. stick

7. pad

6. poktPre--

7. pick

8. snipg
J.

/
/.,--ejiyao7z/
/5 4.4.5

j/Re_eth,

9. snip

10. ham //144

17. seek mammommo

On what basis did you docido to double the consonant?

,opip-i0Sea

11. loop

12. rake( 01403
13. dingy-(.,,.,,-
14. writfi,

15. stop,e:,0

18. boat 424/

e)

mammeomm.

41Ell!a.
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VIII, C, 5.

Mark the primary stress of the underlined words in the following sentences:

1. His guilty look was a dead ellgagy.

2. He wants to give 14:his Honda.

. If you hold out your hand, give you some candy.

4. After all the others had given in, Joe was still a huldaat.

5. His greatest dream is to pall_hou,

6. His greatest dream is to own sailboats.

7. The jay is a blue bird.

8. The bludirsl, is not a jay.
le

9. That girl from Paris is a French student.

le
10. Tho girl studying French is a it=igki.Qptudt.

Answer this only if you have time. As you know, this material is still in

the experimental stage. You can be of help to a number of teachers if you

commant intelligently on such questions as the following: What have you

loarned that you did not know before? In what way has this material made

the structure of the English language clearer to you? Can you see any

practical application of the material? Make suggestions for other ways

in which the material might be taught, etc.



VIII, D.

Motivational and Instructional Material

io6

The following procedures are not merely for kicks; they are effective

means of teaching important concepts as well as being interesting in themselves

because of their novelty.

1. "Play" intonation contours on a slide whistlo or a kazoo. This tochniquo

can be used in many ways: 1. At the beginning of the suprasegmentals;

2. To demonstrate differences in moaning depending on intonation contours

alone. (Play the same sentonce with different patterns to show variation

in emotion, etc.) ; 3. As part of a review before a test, give tho stu-

dents a page of sentonces, again with some duplication of wording, play

the contours, and ask the studonts to nark the contours; 4. Play lines

of poetry to find the best reading.

2. Make tapos at one speed, and play thorn at one-half that speed. This has

the effect of abstracting the contour by blurring the words beyond

distinction, thus isOlating the contour, as does the slide whistle tochniquo.

The tape method is more sophisticated, and more technically demanding.

3. Ask students who have access to little children (at the babbling age) to

record a fairly long period of babbling. Play the recordings in class

for the students to distinguish distinct phonemes. This can bo a very

interesting scission loading to speculation about the origin of speech, the

complexity of language learning, the ease with which man masters this

complexity. Studonts have a now respect for their own linguistic achieve-

ment. If there are any speakers or stbdonts of foreign languages, they

may add to the interest by identifying phonemes of a foreign language.
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(I road somewhero that by the ago of two years, a child has screened out

of his babbling vocabulary all sounds net a part of his native tongue.)

4. Phonemic Word Game -- Exchange a word or several common words for others

and then try to carry on a normal conversation, e.g., "table" for "chair"

or "is" for "can." Then substitute phonemic minimal pairs in conversation,

and note the multiplied opportunities for more significant confusion, e.g.,

"pin" for "been" or "bin." In the first part of this exercise students

become aware of the importance of context in our understanding of single

words. In the second part, the significance of the phoneme is emphasized.

Such simple exercises can heighten interest in playing with words.

5. Have students construct "Minimal sets," groups of words which can vary as

the minimal pairs do. Ex.: pat, pot, pit, pot, put; pale, peel, piles pole,

pule; pool; pan, pen, pin, (pon), pun; mate, meat, mite, moat, moot, mute.

This can become a running game; it provokes interest in words for them-

selves. Informal coripetiticn develops with students challenging each

other's discoveries.

6. Phonemic anagrams--Begin with a small word, and have students build it up

by adding one phoneme at a time, each tine obtaining another word. Ex.:

at, -eat -- heat -- heath --sheath -- sheathed. This makes them aware of the

semantic importance of the phonemes.

70 bcperiment--Many students have already tried this out for fun. When

speaking to a young child or a pot, reverse the ordinary combinations of

vocabulary and intonation. E4g.., say "bad boy" in soothing tones and

"good bey" in annoyed tones. Have the students report on the reaction.

Nonsense words work well, too.

8. A variation of the "rabbit habit" of a few years ago--What would a linguist

utter as ho hit his head on a timber in the basement? A lowbean phoneme.
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9. "Morph - morphs " - -What happened to the wife who arrived too late to meet

her husband? Sho missed ter mister.

10. Have a student put a joke in phonemic script on the blackboard each day

before class,

11. Have students make up examples of the "rabbit habit" using names of

classmates and writing them in'phonamic script.

12. Fun-game with minimal pairs or riddles to facilitate the reading of

phonemic transcription:

Tho purpose of this game is to provide practice in reading and thinking

in terms of phonomic transcription. Tho teachor can quickly make up a fow

items such as the following which are pertinent to tho names of students

in any particular class. Those can bo on three-bp-five cards which are

circulated among tho students; students can mako them up as an exorcise;

dittoed copies of a list could be compiled.

Minimal pairs: (to be written in segmental phonomics)(Answers are
omitted.)

1. How would a sailor groat Roy? (ahoy--Roy)

2. What would one thief say to another when ho saw Bob? (Lot's rob Bob.)

3. What would you yell to your pool mates when you saw Dave floundering

in the water? (Save Davel)

4. What would you say to Mark if you wanted him to ]listen (especially

after studying Shakespeare)? (Hark, Mark))

5. What would a boy say to another boy who wanted to avoid the draft- -

upon seoing Shori? (Marry Sheri))

6. What would you say to Larry if you wanted him to uait? (Tarry, Larry))

Riddles: (to be written in segmental phonomica) (These involve the last

names of students in the class.)

1. Why do people always want Don around? (They always want Moore.)

2. How does Kathy always answer questions? (Wisely)
to,

3. Why would you lose a wrestling match with Russ? (Ho would got a

Holt on you.)



VIII, D, 13.
WHAT MAKES ENGLISH ENGLISH?

109

Exorciso I. Part 1. In the first space after each group of words below write
g if it is Eilglish, g if it is not English, and P if it
is partly English.

1. fat (j) 4 or`
2. The oquuses currood per the bonumost castellum.

3. Whivor ost froid.

4. The boy ate th1 apple.

5. On the map Rome and the provinces of Rome we 000.

6. apple ate Tho the boy.

7. Some murklos, while riffling on the smork,
baskored a krimb, and worn snutchonad by
the arklo lithor.

8. Throe boy oat three apple yostorday.

9. This is his hat.

10. Roy ate apple.

Part 2.

Part 3.

English

i 2.

41110111MINIMIOND

4e,11111.

Now listen as I read the word groups. If you want to
change your answer, indicate the change by placing a plus
sign ( +) in column 2 if the group seems more English than
at first, or a minus sign ( .-) if it seems less so.

Basing your answers on your roconsiderod opinions in Part 2,
now indicato what was English about the sentences and what
was non-English.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

94

10.

Non-English

INENNImm..k

Note to the teacher: itlj Part I translated from the Gieek into
"Happy Birthday."
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Exercise I cont.

Part 4. Revise all the word groups into "normal" English sentences.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

4

ommislonars

Exercise II. Listen as I read the revised sentences. In the space after

each number write what you find to be non-English in the sentence.

1.

2.

3.

4
5.

6. 11=. .01 . IIIIIIMI
7.

8.

9.

10.

Exercise III. Using your answers and the class discussion as a basis for your

judgment, list hero all the necessary constituents of the English--in other words,

all the signals that would indicato to a native English speaker that a certain

utterance is in the English language.

(Note: This brief unit very quickly and successfully elicits from stu-

dents such answers as: words, sounds, \pause, accent, tone, word order, word

endings: need of function words. As the students identify the constituents, I

give them the linguistic term; e.g., pLase=juncturo.)
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across
1. kamliy
6. aneybal tuw riyleeks

12. emeyzie) beysd an feybalz
17. tuw teyk peynz tuw avoyd
19. sabstituwt for t 2 seventiy

sent spred
22. akari9 dari9 a' a nayt
25. Ee n emtiy speys
26. a lo mornfal sawnd
28. 8 miabivas tayld
29. rem-
31. old
35. flaYir) aeit) an a striq
39. a sfiyr or glob
42. a laved garp kray
44. atey
45, a sinonim for ter ritiy
46. sabmisiv tuw aeoritiy
47. kantbysizi nasi9
49, garp piytei9 or baytir)
51, ee t end av a fut
53, divawt patiganz tuw gad
54, stikiy me tar
60. in greytar kwantitiy
61. spiyk
62. tuw poynt awt
64. to hayist kard in a suwt
67, kampte nyanz
68. treenkwil rest
69. -Gerd parsan nuwtar pronawn
72. wet '2! praspektiv brayd

hope tuw w* dawn
73. s parsan av no importans

sogaliy
75. a klemsiy stuwpid p-arsan
79. tuw ran mkt& wig bawndi9 steps
81. een awtsweli9 part
84. a dogz neym
85. 2, mineral sprit)
87. kripald
88. tuw set span wiff fors

100. tuw apiy1
103. bit far rabert
109. ee n ornem-ant for Siy iyr
114. madaratliy kold
118. can implamant fDr tarni9 soyl
1200 pee rantles tildran
123. ruwinas
125. posesiv fora av it
126. timb.w sowd intuw bordz
127. fore -'ram or away fram
128. wet Bepard tendz
129. hom av Zap biytalz
130. tuw meyk iyaiyar tuw enduwr
134. tuw riykavar fram a wuwnd

135. tuw anoy in sport
136, gawnz worn bay a kwayr
137. la lowair part av yar iyr

Part I
down

1. b partisapal farm av hiya
2. a sabstins kampoZd av tuw Dr mor metalz
3. nesiseriy
4. veriy ekstripaliy
7. a liepd letzr ea 5. a rtoyziy bard
9. klos tuw as grawnd

10. a prepazitan indikeytit) pozegan
11. Ee n anspesifiyd =mbar or kwantitiy
12. a dogz neym
13. a prepazilian indikeyt59 pleys
14. a sitiy in Ee razona
15. a folshud
17. a briyf It av reyn
23. av riysint rain
27. a faro Dr tree k in ga grawnd
34. a bordar for a pilaar
37. wan huw peynts pikearz
38. a diyp prolongd amid
41. sik
44. beyk bay dray hiyt
49. a feymas enginiyr neymd Yonz
50. tuw rub Dr skreyp awt
51.Ee n instrument for wark
52. a form av aksagin (03)
54. giy edj av 3a striyt
56. Ee n votes td stikar tuw indikeyt kantents
57. wer Elan rayziz
58. gD luwnar Drb,
66. a parsan ovareneuweiyee stik for a koz
67. a tuwl for smuwli9 metal
76. a dark blemig an a skin
77. tuw muwv turd spiykar
93. abjektiv farat parsan sirmuwlar pronawn
96. tuw meyk a misteyk
97. to eentar av ee n ce pal
101 eymiyaVal

103. kuki9 bay dray hiyt in een avin
104. ley ri9 in a tewen.
107. tuw let awt siykrits
108. kozi9 see dues or gluwm
110. tuw set an fayr
M. a meditareyniyan fruwt
113. tuw meyk voyd
115. a layt portabal bed
116. een arnist riykwest
117. baresiduw av a fayr
119, ekstarnal
120, a priyfike miynit hiyr
121. set Siy end av a leg
124. teykil) a long taym
126. tuw fey]. tuw win.
128veard parsan si9gyuwlar feminan pronawn
132. enamiy
133. Zafolir) tayd

112-



Fart II

The overnight guest stayed ovvrn4g0t.

1. (102 down) What is the stressed morpheme in the underlined adjective of this
sentence?

2. (24 down). What is the stressed morpheme in the underlined adverb df thii
sentence?

113

She_emw a car in the driveway.

3. (90 down) What is the stressed word if the sentence means "not a motorbike "?
4. (108 across) What is the stressed word if the sentence means "not in the garaf
5. (131 down) What is the stressed word if the sentence means "only one was there

6. (33 across) What is the stressed syllable in confli9t used as a verb?
7. (83 down) What is the stressed syllable in reparkablm when it is used as a

predicate adjective?

He and I always go to see Mary and Jack, for we
cannot wait for them to see us.

8. (71 across) the Awl in he an0 I of the sentence above.
9. down) the and in Mary and Jack of the sentence above.

10. 70 down) the lama in the sentence above.

(a) My butler is a alex housemap, and he needs more
experience to do his job well.

(b) That's because his experience as a igreenhouse, agn
has been in working with plants rather than with people.

(c) Wouldn't they hire a greenhouse woman to work in a
nursery? No, they'd hire a greenhouse ggn.

11. (48 across) On whet *syllable would the stress fall in sentence (a)?
12. (36 down) On what syllable would the stress fall in sentence (b)?
13. (65 down) On what syllable would the stress fall in sentence (c)?

Mother was

was V-.in,
17

V-one Preposition. oVect of
14 15 16
Adiectiv9 Noun- Direct Object

18 19

Prep. as she

in the
20

14. (16 down) atarir) sawndz in sakseNen wit myuwzikal maYaleytian
15. (74 down) a prepaziNan spesifayir) ariysiyvar av 3,y eeklian
16. (.---) a rifleksiv pronawn
17. (103 down) kukil) bay dray hiyt in roe n avin
1 8 . (30 across) Len edibal fruwt fawnd in ,rbardz
19. (40 down) btlykt diNiz wiS ten andar ce nd aparelirast
20. 115 across) a rum fir kukio

There is use in learning sentence contours
because you can use them.

av .a voys
av varb

21. (43 across) use as it appears the first time in the sentence.
22. (59 across) use as it appears the second time in the sentence.

The Polish ambassador has a great deal of pol4sh in his manners.

23. (20 down) WW1 as it appears the first time in the sentence.
24. (40 across) polish as it appears the second time in the sentence.



You spilled your...U/1=EL Noun : now you
25 26

have a(n) Verhwed jgan..
27 28

25. (43 down) a brayt layk toe t av btar

26. (86 across) a kemikal sabstins fnr kyari9 diziyz

27. (59 down) tuw meyk a brayt kelOr layk Ave t av batar

28. (91 across) a skweyr ab139 kerpit

29 30 31

29. (78 across) tuw areynY a skiym br a prajekt

30. (65 across) beynYiz av pleys ,r pozlban
31. (55 across) teyki9 a 19 taym

The sentence above could be paraphrased as

Prepare for haste.

32 33

32. (30 down) k9z &et ar den ekzarbanz

33. (106 across) lee kid

In analyzing the structure of the sentence made up of 29, 30, and 31

34. (105 across) The first word would be what part of speech?

35. (53 dawn) How would it be functioning in the sentence?

36. (24 across) The second word would be what part of speech?

37. (95 + 98 across) How would the second word be functioning in the sentence?

38. (112 across) The third word would be what part of speech?

39. (93 across) Which of the three words would get the most stress?

Suppose the moaning of the sentence changed so that it

could be paraphrased as follows:

40. (21 across) a nawn ditarminar
41. (82 dawn) a tassk av msylar praprlanz
42. (99 dawn) ,kzilyariy farm av tuw biy

43. (122 across) award ekspresi9 dinayal
44. (92 down) prosiydi9
45. i32 down) a kwalifayar signifayi9 allay dagriy

46. (33 down) swifliy

Keeping in mind this meaning for the sentence mode up of 29, 30, and 31

47. (122 down) What part of speech would the first word be?

48. (8 down) How would it be functioning in the sentence?

49. (94 down) What part of speech would the second word be?

50. (80 down) How would the second word be functioning in the sentence?

51. (89 down) Which of the three words would get the strongest stress?
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THE PHONEMIC COMPUTER: Construction and Use

Introduction

Students can construct a small, disc-type computer to help

them in the study of phonemics. This computer can be assembled

in a class period from simple materials available in every school.

Little or no expense is Involved with this visual aid which can

fulfill several purposes.

Purposes

The phonemic computer can serve the student in several ways,

the primary one being in learning the phonemic symbols and their

graphemic counterparts. It serves not only as a teaching--learning

device but also as a review aid, since the student has a person.

ally constructed device containing all the segmental phonemes he

has studied in a form convenient for carrying in a notebook or keep-

ing in his desk. Construction of this computer provides for some

creativity and motivation in the teaching of phonemics, as well as

the assurance of uniformity in providing phoneme, grapheme, and

illustrative word to an entire class.

Construction

The simple computer is comprised of two discs of approximate.

ly 71 inches in diameter. (See the accompanying diagrams.) The

inner disc (figure A) upon which the symbols are written is of

white poster board. The outer or cover disc (figure B) is of con-

struction paper. Three holes are cut in this cover to allow one

phoneme- - .grapheme --word sot to show at once. The two discs are

held together by pushing a small wing -typo fastener through the

centers. Use of gummed ring reinforcements at the center of both

discs is recommended.

Once each student has constructed a blank computer, the process

of filling it in may begin. This process may come as a culminating

review of the phonemes at the end of the unit of study, or it may
be a step -by -step activity correlated with the original presentation.

Filling in the computer requires those steps:

1. In the blank space at the left put in the first phonemic

symbol../b/. (Ball point pen is suitable.)

2. Make sure that the discs are held firmly so that they do

not rotate. In the upper space put in the corresponding

grapheme - -b.

3. In the space at the right edge put in a wo7,,d which illus

trates the phoneme-4lb.
Now rotate the cover disc slowly clockwise until the inner

disc is clear of the previous markings.

5. Repeat steps 1-.4 with the remaining phonemic sets.

6. Once all of the sets are written on the inner disc, the

computer is complete. If the cover has boon rotated clockwise

carefully after each set, the student will be able to include

all the sets so that any one maybe dialed without overlap or

intrusion of other sots. (There should also be some space loft

on the computer so that a student or a class may include sounds

that aro peculiar-to their dialects,)
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Alternate, method

A completed inner diso (diagram A) and the cover disc (diagram B)

may be duplicated and presented to the students for outting and fasten.
ing together. An ink or mimeograph copy of both diagrams may be repro
duced on Thermo-Fax ditto masters, and then transferred directly to
appropriate paper or posterboard.

Diagram A. Inner disc.

o ce,

itts
RA lull §

4 VI e
e) 'e4

6) \4 I t1 x

41 "----71:12

( zi

\t
),,. 4 e 4N 49

fP 4

10.1.Xe 4%,"%

4) in4 . t4E

1

'1
ott



Diagram B. Cover disc.
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X. INTRODUCTION TO PHONEMIC TRANSCRIPTION
SOUND PRODUCTION SLIDES

General:
The voice box, or larynx, is popularly called the Adam's apple.

To locate its place your hand on your neck under your chin and swallo-r.
The Larynx is the structure which you feel move up and down. Across
the top of it from front to back there are lip-like structures called
vocal bands which are vibrated to produce sound: much as vibrating
strings produce sound on a musical instrument. When you are breathing
quietly your vocal bands are separated and the air passes freely.
When you wish to speak, you partially close the air passage and exhale
against the vocal bands: thereby causing a vibration which may vary
from 64 times per second for a deep bass to 1000 times per second for
a high soprano.

Plat' your hand on the larynx as you say ah. You should feel the
vibration of the vocal bands. Now say ah-oo-oo; you should notice
that the difference between these sounds are caused by the changes
you make in the shape of the cavity inside your mouth while the vocal
vibration is passing through it. Sounds of this type are called vowels.

The rest of the sounds of English are lumped together under the
heading of consonants because they are sounded with [Latin con+sonar]
the vowels. They consist of sound produced by deflecting or blocking
the breath stream. In contrast with the musical quality of the vowels:
consonants are largely noises. We will treat the consonants in groups
according to the way in which they are produced, according to the types
of noises they are (hisses, trills, pops -- although these are aot the
names we will use).

1. STOPS -- Bilabial /p/ and /b/
All stops are formed by completely interrupting the breath

stream of the speaker. Stops vary in that the air stream is
stopped at different places or points of articulation.

The 1,ilabial stop /p/ is formed by pressing the two lips to-
gether, hence, the term bilabial stop. The /p/ is voiceless, the
addition of voicing creates the second bilabial stop: /b/.

2. -- stops /t/ and /d/
T The it/ is formed by bringing the tongue tip against the gum
ridge behind the upper teeth and holding the sides of the tongue
firmly against the upper teeth. /d/ is formed in the same way,

with the addition of voicing.

3. Stops /k/ and /g/
In /k/ the sc,nd is produced by pressing the back of the tongue

against the soft palate behind the roof of the mouth. /g/ uses
the same tongue-back, soft palate contact point to stop the passage
of breath: but /g/ is voiced.
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,v, v,
4. AFRICATES /c/ and /j/

The voiceless affricate /c/ is made by bringing the tongue
tip to the gum ridge and immediately bringing it away somewhat

more slowly then in the release of the stop /t/. /j/ is formed

in the same manner with the addition of voicing.

5. FRICATIVES /f/ and /v/
The fricatives are produced by placing the lower lip

lightly against the upper teeth. Friction is created as the

breath is forced through. The sounds are distinguished by
voicing; /f/ is voiceless while /v/ is voiced.

6. FRICATIVES /0/ and /
These sounds are created by the friction of the breath

which is forced between the tip of the tongue and the upper

front teeth. The / / is voiceless - -thin, booth, other, deathly.

/f / is produced in the same way as /57-except for the addition
of voicethenp either, there, bathe.

7. SIBILANTS /s/ and /z/
/s/ is voiceless, while /z/ is voiced. Both sounds are

formed by the forcing of air through a groove or narrow channel

in the tip of the tongue. The tongue is against the ridge of

the upper front teeth.

8. SIBILANTS /11/ and A/
The voiceless A7 is made like /s/ except that the groove

is in the blade and front of the tongue,vand the air stream is

directed against the upper gum ridge. /z/ requires the addition

of voicing.

9. NASAL /m/
The sound /m/ is formed by resonating (vlbrating) the nasal

cavity. The oral cavity is closed off by closing the lips, as

in the bilabial stops /p/ and /b /, but this sound is continued.

The /m/ is -thus nasal, bilabial, and continuant. Close your

lips and hum.

10. NASAL /n/
The /u/ is a continuant which is again resoiAted in the

nasal cavity. Thr oral cavity is blocked by the tongun-tip

against the gum ridge. Like /m/p the /n/ is voiced.

11. NASAL 4/
The nasal /n/ is produced by a continuing resonance of the

nasal cavity. The oral cavity is blocked by the back of the
tongue, which moves against the soft palate to foxce the air

stream through the nasal cavity.



12, UTMILL /1/
Tho phonome /1/ is a voiced sound produced with tho

tonguo-tip touchina the gum ridge, with the sound spread out
across the width of the tongue. Tho term lateral simply
refers to the production of the sound across tho width of the

tonguo /1/ is tho only lateral in English. Like the nasals,
tho lateral /1/ is a continuant.

13. SEMIVOUL /r/
The phoneme /r/ is termed a somivawel because it is always

made in conjunction with at least one vowol. The /r/ blonds
rapidly into tho vowol sound which follows it, or the vowol
sound rapidly blonds into a following /r/.

It is produced in throo ways
I.. Tho tongue -back /r/--tho tongue is raised in back

against the upper tooth, and the front of the tonguo is

sloped downward, with tho tip of tho tonguo drawn
slightly back. The lips are often somewhat rounded.
The above is the most common way tho /r/ is mado in
general Amorican dialect.

B. Tho tonguo-tip /r/--the back of tho tongue is raisod
against the upper tooth, and the tip of the tongue is

turnod upward and drawn back, noarly touching the back

of the gum ridgo. It is rolativoly easy to mako a
trilled /v/ from this position, by pressing it against
the gum ridgo as the air is forced over the tip of the

tonguo.

C. The friction /r/-- the tip of the tongue is placed close
to but not touching the gum ridge. Wien air is forood
over the tongue tip, a friction occurs. It is a voiced
sound in initial position, but may be voicolbss.:aftor

a voicoloss sound (trot), throe). It is most likoly to
be produced in Amorican spoakors after tho tonguo-tip
consonants such es /t /, /d/9 and /e/

14. SEMIVOjEL /w/
The lips arc rounded slightly while the back of the tongue

is raised toward the back of the soft palate. Tho tonguo is
then released rapidly to MOW to the position of the next vowol.

"The labiovelar semivowel /w/ has a double articulation:
the lips are pursed and the back of the tongue approaches the
roof of the mouth, the position of the tonguo varying with the

following vowel. The vocal chords vibrate. After aspirated

or /k/, as in twice, 321:6 the /s/ is partially unvoiced."
-- ICurath

15. SEMIVOWEL /y/
Tho /y/ sound is produced by raising the front (but not the

tip) of the tongue toward the hard palate and expelling the
voiced breath as the tongw moves away from the position just



described and toward the position of whatever vowel follows.
(This movement is sometimes termed a "glide.")

Like HI /y/ is characterized by motion of the spcach agonts
rathor than by a maintained position.

16. SELIIVOVEL /h/
The phoneme /h/ is a central semivowel formed by dropping

the position of the jaw. It is normally voiceless, but it is
voiced between two voiced sounds in inhibition, Sahara, and
ierh US.

The /h/ differs from all other consonants of tho frisativo
class in that it lacks any fixed articulhtion position in tho oral
cavity. The volum is closed to bl:ok the nasal cavity, and the
slight friction of the sound is produood at the half -open
lips and modified by the resonance of the oral cavity as doter-
minod by the tongue and lip positions assumed for the following
vowel or semivowel. Thus /h/ has as many positional variations
as the number of vowels and somivoyols that can follow it.

VOWEL SOUNDS -- Gonoral

Vowels differ from consonants in being produced by the mlativoly
unobstructed paasago of breath through the mouth. Thus they
contrast with consonants, which, as wo have soon, aro produced
by some contact or construction of the spoodh organs, resulting
in complete or partial stoppage of breath.

Vowels are distinguished from omo .othor in sovcral ways:
1. length
2. height of tongue
3. place of articulation
4. tension of tongue muscles
5. rounding of lips

17. HIGH VOWELS /i/ and u/
The phoneme /i is a high, front, lax vowel, with the uppor

surface of the tongue loss convex, and no muscular bulgo under
the chin. The docroasod tension of tho tonguo is important.

Tho /u/ is a high, back, lax vowel. The tmguo is rotractod
from the front position for /i/, and the lips are not fully
r: unded.

18. MIDDLE VOVELS /0/, and /o/
The vowel phoneme /e/ is tho mid-front lax voviol. The tongue

muscles are relaxed, and ,no bulge can be felt under the chin.
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The unstressed vowel /di is a central lax vowel. As the

sound is produced, the tonauc, jaw, and threat are relaxed.

The sound is produced without apparent artidvlation above the

throat. This sound could be doscribed as a "gruntlo" poke

yourself in the stemech hard enough to produce an involuntary

cry, and that sound should be /G/ or close to it.

The /0/ vowel phoneme is produced with rounded lips, and

it is described as a middle back vowel. diddle refers to the

relative tongue height, and back indicates that the tongue is

bunched in the rear of the mouth.

19. LOW VOWELS /o9/, /a/ and /o/
To understand the low vowels, hold the finger horizontally

under the jaw while the vowels /i/. /o/ and /aWaro pronounced.
The dropping of the jaw, rogistoring tho dropping of the tongue

from high to low, can readily bo felt.

The low front vowel, inai, is produced with rounded lips and

th., tmauu in a rule.xedy low, frontal Position.

The low central vowel /a/ is produced with the tongue-arch
in the center of the mouth, midway between the front and back

vowel positions.

The tongue is retracted and bunched at the bad of the
mouth to produce the low back vowel. /0/

DIPIRIIONGS General

Diphthongs are composed of a simple vowel sound, combined with

a gliding movement of the tongue to an upward and forward position

(PRONTINg DIPHTHONGS) or to an upward and backward position of

the RETRACTING DIPHTHuNGS. The fronting diphthongs approach
the /i/ sound and tongue posittin; the retracting diphthongs
approximate thr:t of the /u/. Thoso form the /y" glide and tho

/w/ glide.

The /iy/ glide, not shown in the slides, is made in two ways;

the first is by gliding the tongue toward the /i/ position as

in es, and the second is by gliding the tongue away from tho

/i/ position as in sue. ail° thbso sounds may be a bit dif-

feront from each other, wo will considor them as allophonos.

20, FRONTING DIPHTHONGS fey/ and by/
The /cy/ is a mid-front tonso diphthong. Tho tonsionKof

the tongue muscles can be felt in the bulge candor the chin, as

for /iy/.
The /oy/ diphthong begins with the middle back vowel /o/.

followed by the; gliding movement of the tongue toward the /1/

position.

hti
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21, FRONTIUG DIPHTHONGS /ay/ androyi
Tho low central vowel diphthong /ay/ and the low back

vowel diphthong /3y/ are created by the longthonina of the

vowel sound follmwd by the gliding movement of the tongue

toward the /i/ position. The distinction between /oy/ and

/2y/ is irrelovant for many spoakdrs.

22 RETRACTING DIPHTHONGS /cm/ and/6/
The retracting diphthongs are formed with the tongue in

the -position of the beginning vowel /a/ or /u/. Tho tongue is

retracted or "curled back" during the glide to tho position of

the high back vowel /u/.

Note: One set of the sound production slides is filed with the
English Institute Materials Center at M.L.A.
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XI. PHONOLOGY UNIT GLOSSARY

AFFRICATE: the sound produced when a stop is released gradually
rather than abruptly in this unit /c/ and /j/

ALLOPHONE. non -- meaningful variant of a single phoneme, eausod
usually by position in the utterance or by dialectal
variation. Example: the initial and final sounds
in pua are allophonos of /p/.

BILABIAL: said of a stop, made with both lips; /p/ and /b /.

CONSONANT: all typos of sounds. excopt vowels, produced by
contact or constriction of the spoech organs ro
suiting in deflection or complete or partial
blocking of the broath stream.

CONTINUE': a consonant whose sound may bo prolonged without a
change in quality opposed to stop.

DIACRITIC: a mark, point, or sign attached to a lottor to indi-
cate its phonetic value or to distinguipb ti,cfrom
another Lotter; in this unitilas in /j s z 0/.

DIPHTHONG: a blend of two vowel sounds in one syllable.

ETH: the lett:x a from Old English, used in the Intor-
national Phonetic Alphabet and as tho phoneme /4r/
in this unit to roprosont voiced th. Students should
note that the yard etb itself contains the sound /W.

FADE4FALL TERMINAL: used to indicato that as the sound fados out
the pitch falls. In this unit symbolized by

FADE,- RISE TERMINAL: used to indicato that as the sound fades out,
tho pitch rises. In this unit symbolized by",

FRICATIVE: a sound produced by the passage of breath through a
narrow aporturo with rosultant audible friction, in
this unit, /f v i ,y/.

GLIDE: a transitional sound mado in passing from tho position
of one :pooch sound to that of anothor; in this unit,
mentioned in connection with diphthongs and semi - vowels.

GRADATION: a sound change resulting from chango in stress, usually
in a vowel; o. g. /sac yuw ka min/

/ hwon Lr y 0. hAminV

GRAPHEME; 1) an aiphabotic lottor, usod in this unit as a term
to clarify the contrast botwo,,n tho smallest unit of
spoiling and tho smallest unit of sound (phonomo).
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Example: in the word .^_,,,, the vowel phoneme is
.;

the vowel grapheme is a.

2) Also a mark of punctuati.m, used in this unit to
clarify the contrast botwo,m the marks of writing
and the gbols of suprasogmontal phonemes. Examplo:
If you cane, go. graphpmes

3 2 3i
/if yuw kman---> goal/ phonemes

the ridge immodiatuly behind and above the upper front

tooth.

tho front half of the roof of the mouth, hard because
of underlying bone, in contrast with tho soft palate.

INTOULTION CONTOUR: the significant speech pattern or patterns
resulting from the speaker's combination of stresses,
pitches, and junctures.

JUNCTURE. the passage from one sound st- he next in the stream
of speech; to simplify, this may be thought of as
pause or lack of pause.

LATERAL: a sound produced by the breath passing over ono or
both sidos of the tongue, said of the phonomo /1/.

LIGATURE: a written charactur consisting of two or more oonnoctod
letters; in this anit /

MINIM X PAIR: a pair of words with only one phonemic difference:
e.g. /pin/ /bin/.

MORPHOLOGYz the study of words and their meaningful parts made
up from the individual spooch sounds.

NASAL a sound produced by the voice passing partially or
wholly through the nos;;; in this unit / m n 1 /.

PHONEME3 a sDoech sound that .signals a difforonco in moaning,
classified into two groups: segmental and suprasog
montal.

PHONOLOGY

PITCH:

qUALIFIELI:

the study of the system of speech sounds.

the rolativc spood of vibration of soundsy compared
with the use of the term in music.

such words as la z, agje, and rathor appearing before
adjectives and adverbs t) indicate dogroc.
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sometimes called the neutral vowel, an exceedingly
common vowel in "English, roprosontod in spelling by
all five vowel graphomos and tn this unit by the
symbol /a /s
The sound is roughly equivalent to uh.

SEGMENTAL PHON S the vowels and consonants, the components of

the stroam of spoech.
Dii II

SEMI-VUZL: a vowel-like sound, characterized by rapid transition
from one mouth position to another, and not tho
nucleus of the syllable; in this unit, / h w r y /.

SIBILANT: a consonant produced by the passage of air throughra
very narrow passage in the front of the mouth, in
this unit, ifiszAl /.

SOFT PALi.TE: the back half of the roof of the mouth, so called in

contrast to the bony front half, the hard palate.

STOP: a consonant formed by completely interrupting the

breath of the speaker in this unit, /p b t d k g /.

STRESS: the emphasis or loudness given one syllable in relative

contrast with another.

SUPRASEGMENT_L PHON"'' 'S collectivolyv. the features of stress,
pitch, and juncture, so called because they arc super-
imposed upon the stream of speech (sogmontal phonemes).

SYNTla

TERMINAL::

TERMINAL

THETA:

the study of word arrangemont to make sentences.

soo I2Epinal juncture

JUNCTURE, the closing of an utterance (sometimes short-

oiled to terminal).

VOICED:

VOICELESS:

VOVEL:

a letter from tho Greek alphabet used in the Inter-
national Phonetic Alphabet and as the phoneme /0/
in this unit to represent voiceless lit. Students
should note that the word thota contains the sound

/
said of a sound uttered with vibration of the vocal
cords. In the pair /p/, /b/, /p/ is voicoloss; /b/
is voiced.

said of a sound uttered without vibration of the vocal

cords. In the pair /p/, /b/, /p/ is voiceless; /b/
is voiced.

the relatively unobstructed sound of the human voice,
normally the most prominent sound in its syllable.



PART II Suprasepiental Phonomes

I. Introduction

This six-day unit is a comprehensive intrc,sduction to

the suprasogmontal phonemes of English. Included in the

materials are dotailod day-by-day lesson plans, exercises,

and tests. Tho essay, included after the

iosso' plans may be helpful to teachers who wish additional

material for exceptional students or who wish to incorporato

the entiro unit into a largor unit on literature or

croativo writing. The unit can be incorporated into the

fifteen-day phonology material as a supp1'mont or sub-

stituto for the tonth through fourtoonth day.

Noto: Though the material in this unit is Tory

comprehensive, tho toachor will find it holpful to road

Sections II, III. IV, and V of tho fifteon.day phonology

unit.

CONTENTS

I. Introduction

II. Six-day unit in suprasogmontal phonomos with day-by-day

synopsos. exorcisms, worksheets. and tosto.

III. Using Audio Aids in Toaching Intonation

128
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OBJECTIVES

Ono objoctivo of this unit is to mako the student awar©

of the inportanco of the suprasegmentals as aids to the under-

standing of punctuation in writing. Historica4y, the in-

tonation pattern of the spoken utteranco came first; therefore

punctuation is more often than not an attempt tc record tho

intonation patterns of spoech, specifically tho patterns of

pitch, stress, and juncture. Thoso throe suprasogmental

phonomes can be particularly valuable in oxplaining the

punctuation of series:nonrestrictive elements, sontenoo

modifiers, and layers of modification.

Anothor objective of this unit is to domonstrato tho im-

pox'tance of intonation in clarifying misreadings and ambiguities.

(04., "In the morning mail that he should havo rocoiv ©d

vas not thoro.0 For clarity, this should road "In the morn-

ing, mail that ho should ....0 Or, "John says his brother is

lazy" and "John, says his brother, is lazy."

Finally, an understanding of suprasegmentals could be

particularly valuable to the student in delving into tho aspects

of artistic writing of prose an -1 poetry, and in providing Clues

to intorprotation of tho rhythms and stressos of a work.



DAY -BY -DAY LESSON PLANS 10

1. Class: Introduce tho characteristics of pitch, stress, and

junaturo, and demonstrate the methods of hearing and

roprosenting the distinctions. The toachor can present

oxamplos and ask the students to give comparable

ftems, practicing the rocognition of distinctions. The

importance of pitch should bo notod here, even though

tho duccooding lessons prosont stress, juncture,

and intonation contours in significant relationships.

Assign: Worksheet A--The student will mark the items of stress

for words and sentonces and noto the consequent con-

clusions dorivod from tho.oxereisos.

2. Class: Discuss any aspocts of Worksheet A. Make sure that

the students understand how stress rovoals grammatical

structure, particularly coordinate and subordinato

relationships in a series of two-word relationships.

Introduce the marking of sontonco contours. Demon-

strate common contours; discuss the possibilities of

artificial or forced contours, and contour variations

which omphasizo alternato meanings.

Assign: Worksheet B--Ask students to attempt a usual connotation,

not a variant meaning. (Students might wish to

indicate a variant with a different oolor, or a

broken line, otc.)

Before beginning the unit, hand students properly punctuated copies
of Worksheet C-1 and make a recording of each sentence, baying a differ'ont
student read each one. When C-1 is handed out to students on Day 3, it
should not include punctuation or explanations.
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3. Class: Discuss any questions arising from Worksheet Bo and/or

reviowbriof4 samplo itoms.

Begin the introduoi:ion of strossterminal patterns

(Worksheet C.1).

Ask students to write in pencil the stresses and

terminal junctures for sentences 1.10. Thon studont

notations can bo compered with the tape recording (made

prior to the commancomont of this unit) or tho

teadhorts reading.

Assign: Worksheet C.2

4.. Class: Discuss or review briefly items from librksheet C.2.

Continue work with stresstorminal pattorns (Woyk.

shoot C-1), conploting sentences with three stress.

torminal patterns and intorvoning structures (sentences

11.24), with adjoctivo series (sentencos 25.29),

with other typos of sorios (sontoncos 30.36).

Assign: Worksheet. D

5. Class: Review the relationship of word form and of stress and

terminal juncture to punctuation. Continuo work with

stross.torminal pattorns, discussing item 37 (Work

shoot C.1) and using the taperocording or the

reading of the teacher as a comparative pattorn.

Discuss sentence building through coordination

and subordination, doaonstrating:;th© punctuation of

the nowly formod items through the work with stress.

terminal patterns.

Assign: Worksheet E.
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6, Class: Review Worksheet E.

Test on the unit,_ covering applications of stress.

stress-terminal patterns, intonation contours, and

132

pitch to punctuation and meaning. (Optional; this

may be used as a review exercise.)

Assign: Selection of a paragraph of prose or a short part of a

poem-12040 lines. Practice reading orally in order

to tonvey through stress, pitch, and juncture the exact

meaning and emphasis of the writer. Avoid over-

emphasis or the emphasizing of unimportant items.

(This optional assignment should be followed by a

discussion of the differences between poetry and

prose, noting, for example, the frequency of inter-

vening and subordinate structures and the consequent

seeming looseness or compactness of expression.)



FIRST DAY: Exampl es of the relation of stress to meaning.
N. N de u

Part I 1. for before forecast --- forocastable
Stress

Part II 2.
ci 1A

acceptable
u

acceptable plan
Shifting

Stress

Part III
Grammatical
Stress
Patterns

3. There was no contract,
i

since he didn't contract

to do i

Your di ct conflicts with my plans.
%

The unseen, action remainb unseen.c sk, up

5. Do you want a lighthouse-keeper?

Part If 6.
close Juncture

Part V
Gradation

Part VI. 8.
Shift in

stress
creating
shift in
emphasis

Part VII 9.
Shift in

stress creat-
ing shift in
grammatical
moaning

A
No, I want a lie#0.houRkeewr.
Oh, you want a light housekeepelb.
I don't care how much she weighs.

Firsi, we needed rain; now we need a drain.

A
And you want either ham or eggs? No, not ham

sz eggs, but ham and eggs..
She saw a car there.

She saw a car there (she didn't just, dream
.0 she did)

She saw a car there (there was only one car)

(but I didn't)

She saw a car there

She saw a car there

(not a motorbike)

(not in the garage)
0

State plan aids devastated area
Nh.. 4 V DO

State as aidsldevastated area.
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WORKSHEET A: STRESS IN SINGLE WORDS AND WORD GROUPS AND SENTENCES -

FIRST DAX

I. Rocognizing stress in sitzleL..fords:

There are three degrees of stress in single words. Because the

placement of stress is sometimes an indication of meaning, the

ability to hear stress is important.

/ indicates 2....2nrrizia stress

indicates mid stress

V indicates weak stress

&ample: p3rsuasion

Exercise 1: Prwcitice identifying the stress-bearing part of the word

by putting a primary stress mark over the most

prominent syllable.

1)

2)

3)

5)

subject (noun)

subject (verb)

subjection

produce (noun)

produce (verb)

6) production

INnorcise 2: Identify the

7) refuse (noun)

8) rofuso (verb)

9) refusal

10) write

11) rewrite

12) rewritten

syllable which bears a mid stress in the

words for exorcise 1.

From what language do these words originate?

Exercise 3: Write three examples of words which reveal shifts

such as 1 and 3, and 6 in exercise 1.

and

and

and

134
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II. Recognizing stress in word grouos or short sontoncos:

In word groups or sontoncos four dogroos of stross are commonly

designated by the Zollowing marks:

o primary stross

socondary stross

tertiary, or third, stross

t.s weak stress

Exorcise 4: Practice identifying stross in words and word groups

by placing the primary stress only above the strossod

syllable in singlo words, and tho primary and socondary

strossos abovo tho two syllablos in tho word groups

or sontoncos.
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A
Examplo: a Ford a Ford car Can he afford a Ford?

PARTS OF SPEECH STRESS PATTERNS

GROJP I

White Houso

dog slod

lampshado

GROUP II II II

L.g dog

gloaming yacht

rod poncil

GRWP III III III

vory swoot

bitterly sorrowful

hardly capablo
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GROUP IV

John sings

Boys and girls danco

boa constrictors squeozo

GROUP V

hit a homer

fumbled tho ball

polished tho apple

GROUP VI VI

fainted conveniently

wrote frantically

ran hard

A. Mark the stross patterns of all the two -word constructions.

B. In oach sot of constructions tho two words aro rolatod to each

othor in the same way. Indicate this rolationship by marking

the parts of speech of oath sot in the proper space in the

second column.

C. Compare the stress pattorns within oath sot. Write the pro.

vailing pattern for oath sot in the proper space in tho third

column.

D. Ommparo all the stress pattorns in tho third column. In tho

space at tho bottom of tho page, write the general rube you

have formod about tho stress pattorns of those common two.

word English Constructions.

IV IV

V

136
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WORKSHEET A: (Optional)

Exorciso 5: Tho following list contains constructions which aro

structurally ambiguous. Fla* tho stress pattorn above

each construction and put an ovorbraco over any

compound words. Uso primary secondary 0`/

and tertiary 1%1 strossos. Thon briony explain tho

moaning of tho construction
oe

Example: 'blue bird'houso
(a house for blue birds)

1. rod wood box

2. modern language teaching

3. burnt sugar cake

4. cream choose calm

5. wide bolt buckle

6. two week courses

7. George's body. works

8. hoavy hog production

9. more realistic details

10. old timo clock

undornoath.

bluo bird houso
(a bird houso that is bluo)

rod wood box

modern languago teaching

burnt sugar cako

cream chooso cako

wide bolt buckle

two week courses

Goorgo's body works

hoavy hog production

moro realistic dotails

old time clocks
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SECOND DAY: Marking Sentence Contours
138

No matter which approach to tho introduction of tho supra.

sogmontals is used, the first class period should and with instruction

in marking sontonco contours. This could be dons quickly by con.

vorting tho sontonco(s) already used to contours. If a horizontal

lino at the bottom of a word woro to represent pitch /2/, and a lino

ct tho top of a word roprosontod pitch /3/, thon a horizontal lino

an equal distance bolow tho word could roprosont pitch /1/, and one

an equal distanco above the word could roprosont pitch /41.

4

3

2

1

'flow are you?

talk

Bolton:

Tho terminal junctures could

bo indicated by a break in the horizontal lino, with tho tip of tho

lino falling, rising, or remaining lovol to indicato rospoctivoly

Wk.-fall juncture, fado.riso juncturo, or fade -lovol juncture.

Thus tho initial, passage used would havo a contour looking liko this:

can't; can't; ii.920.; Oh, &As Yoilleini

Or if tho last alternative intonation wore usod, it would look

like this:

;IleanItZ can I can't. Oh, 2n, you 111

Milo contours markod in this manner aro not as detailed as those

marked in tho formor mannor, they are morn quickly marked this way,

and many students find than much oasior to road and comprehond than

intonation pattorns marked in tho more detailed mannor. Howovor
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thoy have ono serious limitation: they aro more difficult to

oraso and roviso without orasing the wholo sontonco, unless tho

studont writes tho sontonco in oraso.rosistant ink and tho contour

in pencil.

This system of marking contours will givo a fairlarcomPloto

picture of pitch, stross, and juncturo, but sinco pitch is not noodod

to mark stress.jtncturo pattorns used in this unit as a guide to

punctuation, a simpler marking spit= can bo used. The contour

lines can bo eliminated and primary stress marks, 1//, and

terminal junctures )Si/ /04/ , and /.01 used instoad.

Those can be written above tho passage like this:

I
# /

can't: I can't; I can't. Oh, yes, you cant

Thus we need represent only tho direction of tho pitch change as

tho sound fades out; tho rest of the contour can bo elininatod.



WORKSHEET B: SHIFTING STRESS IN COMPOUNDS --Socand Day

Whon a construction runs to moro than throo words, the number

of possiblo moanings incroasos bocauso thoro aro many morospossiblo

combinations for compounding tho noun or the modifiors.

A
Examplot light, gray, steno walls (walls that aro light in

lightgray stone walls

lightiriraystono walls

A v i

light-gray isteno walls

weight, gray in color,
and mado of stone)

(stone walls that are light
in weight and gray in color)

(walls that aro light in
weight and mado of a stono
known as graystono)

(stono walls that are
light-gray in color)

Exorcises 1: This list contains constructions which havo at loist

throe possiblo meanings. Mark tho stress pattern above

each construction and put an ovorbraco over any compound

words. Uso primary ///, secondary PV, aad tortiary

/ /, and woak /4)/ strossos. Then briofly explain tho

moaning of each construction in tho spaco at tho right.

1. coal black birds nost

coal black birds nest

coal black birds nost

2. two hundred yoar old bousos

two hundred year old houses

two hundrod yoar old housos

3. rod ink stained papers

rod ink stained papers

rod ink stainod papers

4. pretty oxponsivo book ends

pretty oxponsivo book ends

pretty expensive book onds
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5. twenty odd math studonts

twonty odd math studonts

twonty odd math students

6. good old broad pudding

good old bread pudding

good old broad pudding

Noto: In Ehglish, a rising-falling intonation is customary at the

and of:

a) simple doclarativo sontoncos, such as:

Ho sati:Bii13.1. Ho saw hitnitholro. 12. saw hilltor*.) last} t.

b) commands, such as:/
.sal;Lout for thoirad.lort Writorqui YI

c) questions which begin with a quostion-word such as who, what-,"qb4\

whon, whom, how) whom, whoso:

Why did hci lelavo? WhoioALAILmani gong? What hap onod?

Tho primary stress in an &iglish sontenco usually coincides

with th© riso in pitch as .1otod in the samples above. Howovor,

note the shift from the end word in the case of the compound noun.

Compar©:

Ho used colored chalk on thel braboard. Thoy looked fora black belard.
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Exorciso 2: Mark tho strossos and intonation pattorns for the

following sentences. Avoid unusual emphasos or

variationse mless you wish to indicate thorn by rod

pencil or dotted linos

1. Ho wants an apple 14. That do you want?

2 I'd like a soda. 15. Go to your room.

3. He bought a hot dog. 16. Got out of ray sight..

4. She at a sandwich. 17. When did you toll hor?

3. He has a wrist watch. 18. Whore's tho grocery store?

6. I'd like to come over. 19. Which books are the best?

7. Shotd. like to hoar it. 20. Why did you take it?

8. 1 want to answer her. 21. Try to got the street cloenir.

9. I'm corAng home. 22. Try to get tho street-cloanor.

10. coming home Thursday. 23. In Pas Lena there's a playhouse.

11. He oarnod an "A ". 24. Children like to play house.

12. Ho wants some soup. 25. The wrostler has a strong hold.

13' Carol has a now car. 26. Gibraltar is a stronghold.
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Explanatory material for Worksheet C-1

A stress-terminal pattern, as the term is used here, is a combination of

the primary stress and the terminal juncture (a clearly distinguishable pause

in the flow of speech) that is characteristic of a phonological phrase.

/
One stress-terminal pattern: a. You're l ate.

le

b. Incidentally, you're late.

Two stress-terminal patterns:
c. You're late, incidentally.1

Three stress-terminal patterns: d. You, incidentally, are late.-1/

1. When there is only one stress-terminal pattern in the sentence, the terminal

falls at the end of the sentence, requiring end punctuation (period, question

mark, or exclamation mark) but no internal punctuation.

2. When there are two stress-terminal patterns in the sentence (one internal and

one final), punctuation will occur at the terminal of each stress-terminal

pattern except one which appears before the verb. The internal stress-

terminal pattern usually appears to separate from the rest of the sentence

either an introductory element or an initial or. final sentence modifier.

3. When there are three or more stress-terminal patterns (two or more internal

and one final), punctuation will occur at the terminal of each stress-terminal

pattern except an internal one appearing before a verb that is not preceded

by an intervening structure (an intervening structure is an element that

interrupts the flow of the sentence, as "incidentally" does in sentence

"d" above). These internal stress-terminals mark off constructions which

interrupt the flow of the sentence, such as restrictive clauses, items in

a series, and parenthetical expressions.

1.
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WORKSHEET C-1: STRESS-TERMAL PATTERNS Third Day and Fourth Day
(For use in class)

STP Punctuation Sentences

Listen carefully to the following sentences as they are played on

the tape-recorder at b.:1l speed and mark the primary stresses, //

and the terminal junctures, P4 /, / --efr/, or / /, Then as each

sentence is played at half speed, check your marking and revise as

necessary, punctuating the sentence according to the stress-terminal

patterns.

1. He liked the

2. He liked the

3. He liked her

girl very much and decided to date her,

girl very much, and he decided to date her.l'a

and he dated her.V

4. He liked the girl. very :400 therefore, he decided to date her. -\

5. Because he liked the girl very much, he decided to date her.4

6, She would not go out with him however he tried to change her mind.1

(No matter how hard he tried to date her, she wouldn't go out with

him.)
1,4 /

7. She would not go out with him; however, he tried to change her

mind. (Although she wouldn't go out with him, he still kept

trying to get a date with her.)

8. When he decided to date, the girl that he liked so much was al-

ready dated.

9. Ho decided to date the girl because he liked her very much.

(answers the question "Why did he docide to date the girl?")

10. He decided to date the girl, because he liked her very much.v

(Answers tho question, "What did he do?")

11. Ho decided that Mary tho class glamour-girl was the one he wanted

to date.

12. He docidod Mary the prettiest girl in tho class was th© one ho

wanted to date.

13. Ho decided that Nary who was the prettiest girl 2.n the class was

the one he wanted to date.
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14. Ho docidod that the girl who was tho prettiest girl in the class

was the ono he wanted to dato. (Ho is choosing from a number of

girls available.)

15. He docided that the girl who was the prottiost girl in the class

WAS the ono he wanted to date. (She's the only girl ho knows.)

16. Ho docidod that this girl swoot and pretty was just his typo.

17. Ho docidod that the girl coming down tho hall was just his typo.

(Not tho one on the staircase or the one at tho drinking fountain.)

18. Ho docidod that tho girl coming down tho hall was just his typo.

(What 6. school! She's tho only girl in tho whole student body!)

19. His decision, to take Mary on a dato was the biggest decision ho

made that day. (This was one of sovoral decisions ho made that

day.)

20. His decision to tako Mary on a date was tho biggest decision ho

mado that day. (This was the only decision ho mado that day.)

21. Sho novortholoss became angry wh ©n ho asked her for a dato.

22. Sho became angry novortholoss when ho asked her for a date.

23 Novortholoss she booame angry. when ho asked hor for a date.

24. She became angry wh ©n ho asked her for a date nevortholoss.

25. Sho was a lowly young lady.

26. Sho was a young lovely lady.

27. Ho was a handsome young man..

28. Ho was a polito handsomo young man..

29. Ho was a young handsome polito man.

30. Ho asked a blonde a brunotto and a rodhoad.

31. Ho found hor to bo swoot gentle and kind.

32. Sho rofusod his invitation quietly politoly and absolutely.

33. Ho asked her for a dato in the morning in the afternoon and in tho

ovoning.
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34. Tho blondo was not at homo tho brmnotte had to work and the rod-

head had a date.

35. The blond() the brunotto and the rodhoad woro all at tho party.

36. The blondo who was not at homo tho brunotto who had to work and

tho redhead who had a dato woro all at tho party.

37. Gidoon a dapper figuro of modalondor his spare framo loosoly

oncasod in a collarless burgundy jacket over a groon and ..r,-ollow

stripped shirt creamy yollow flannel trousors cuffloss and snug

to his thighs tapering down to tho grey suodo that topped tho

thick black rubber solos of his hush - puppies amblod into the

school cafotoria and shufflod down tho main aisle his oyes cold

his lips drawn in a straight lino across his face his left hand

wodged in a tight trouser pocket whilo his right caamaLly twirled

a Honda koy at the and of a long gold chain hookod to his bolt

conscious of tho eyes focused on his wino-rod back as ho manouvorod

a tray into the serving line ho prayed that a certain pair of

oyos wore among thorn covetous and adoring unawaro of the lukewarm

split-pea soup hotd spillod on his sloovo and hand staining the

one black and the other groon and from hor table in a distant

corner Mary sighed dooply and stifled a yawn.
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WORKSHEET C-2: PUNCTUATION OF SENTENCES WITH A SINGLE STRESS-TERMINAL

PATTERN THIRD Da

Exorcise 1. Mark tho stress- terminal pattern for each of tho sontoncos

below:

la. It's vory lato.

lb. John Darns thinks ho can got to tho library boforo it closos.

2a. The latch on my typowritor caso is brokon.

2b. Thoro's no way I can fix it.

3a. Wo called to Georg© as ho wont by.

3b. Ho didn't answer.

4a. Mr. Glutz had one strict rule in his class.

41). Chewing gum was not allowod.

5a. We'll patch the roof.

5b. We'll got very wot during tho next rain.

6a. I will not lend him my class notes.

6b. I will not lot him borrow my book.

7a. Aro you going with us?

7b. Are you staying hero?

8a. My brother is vory vain about his appoaranco.-

8b. He thinks ho is a lady's man.

9a. Got tho salt from tho cupboard.

9b. Pat it on the table.

10a. 1ioro did ho take the shovol?

10b. Why did ho take it in the first placo?

lla. It's boon a pleasant summer.

11b. I'm glad it's over.

Ekerciso 2: Combine oach pair of the sontoncos in Exorciso 1 into a

single sentonc©, using and, but, torLor no or a semicolon

or colon to link the two obomonts. Some of thoso should

bo compound sontoncos and somo of thom should be simple

sontoncos with compound prodicatos. Mark tho stress-

torminal pattern on your new sentonco and punctuate it

accordingly.
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Exorcise 3: Writo tho answers to tho following questions: (You

use the rovorso sido of the pago if you nood to.)

1. Aro tho sontoncos with one stross-torminal pattorn mado up of

oompoundod clausos or compounded prodicatos?

2. Aro tho sontoncos with two stross.torminal pattorns mado up of

oompoundod clausos or compoundod prodicatos? Aro thorn any

oxeoptions?

3. Mutt additional phonological rule of punctuation could you dorivo

from tho stross-torminal patterns in thoso sontoncos?

148
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WORKSHEET D: RJIS1UATION FOR SENTENCES OF THREE STRESS-TERM1NAL PATTERNS,

FOR ADJECTIVE SERIES, AND FOR OTHER TYPES OF SERIES.
FOURTH DAY

Exorciso 1: Roduco tho b sontonco to a clauso or phraso or word which

can bo insortod botwoon two parts of tho a sontonco.

Mark the stross-torminal pattern of tho now sontonco

and punctuato it according to our rules.

la. John Burns thinks ho can got to tho library boforo it closos.

lb. John sits in the soat bohind mo in English class.

2a. Tho latch on my typowritor caso is broken.

2b. Tho broken latch is on tho right side of the caso.

3a. Wot 11 patch tho roof with asphalt.

3b. There is a roof on our houso.

4a. That book is a good ono.

4b. I road that book last wook.

5a. ND. Wilson said nothing about tho dont his wifo put in thoir car.

5b. Mr. Wilson supprossod his angor.

Exorcise 2: Each of tho following sontoncos has two possible intor-

protations. Punctuate tho sontonco for ong of the two

moanings and than write the moaning bolow. Mark tho

stross-toridnal patterns to corrospond to your moaning.

1. Tho gray metal box in which ho kept his bonds had disappoarod.

2. The kindergarten children soatod in tho last threo rows could

neither soo nor hoar.

3. If I had boon thorn I could havo bought ono of the rayon suits

which wore on sale.

4. Thu boys who had worktxt in tho onion patch all day didn't fool

like driving to tho dance.

5. The three boys crouched bohind tho wall didn't soo St Piorco

sneak past tho entrance.
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6. Tho boys who had voluntoorod to help docorato tho gym camo oarly.

7. At tho bake salo um,y'askod for tho minco pio which Mrs. Wastors

had mado.

Emi.cise 3: Road tho following sontoncos, mark off the stross.torminal

pattorns, and punctuate accordingly.

1. The drivor of tho gotaway car was a little old gray - haired lady.

2. Awaiting us on tho runway was a smiling young stowardoss.

3. A row ef majostic old pino troos linod tho roadway.

4.. A boistorous uninhibited emoting awaited tho traveler.

5. Avery swoot young thing somd, us our pizza.

6. A swoot officiont and vory young thing sorvod us our pizza.

7. Sinco this wall is light in weight gray in color and mado of stone

it can bo describod as a light gray steno wall.

8. Shrilly piercingly insistontly the alarm rang out through the

quiot villages stroots.
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WORKSHEET E: THE FORMATION AND PUNCTUATION OF SUBORDINATE SENTENCE

ELENENTS FIFTH DAY

Exorcise 1: Combine tho throo sontoncos in oath group into ono moll-

structured sontonco by subordination. Introduce sub-

ordinate olomonts into an introductory or middle or

final position. Mark tho stross-torminal pattern of

your now sontenco and punctuate accordingly.

la. It's vory lato.
lb. John thinks ho can got to the library boforo it closes.

lc. Ho may not mako it to the library boforo it closos.

2a. WO called to him as ho wont by.

2b. Ho looked away and walked into a light polo.

2c. Goorgo is very absent mindod.
2d. Ho didn't answor.

3a. Woill patch tho roof.
3b. Wolll got vory mot during the noxt rain.

30. Will tho rain over stop?

4a. The mail was lato today.
4b. This is contrary to that I just told you.

4c. I think it will bo on time tomorrow.

4d. Mr. Gordon's car may not break down again.

4o. Mr, Gordon is the mailman.

5a. Tho school oloction was an imitation of local elections.

5b. Thoro was campaigning throo days boforo tho olootion.

5o. Thoro woro two parties.

5d. Tho partios offorod ,slates of candidatos.

6a. Pooplo somotimos judge a school by tho actions of its students.

6b. I moan tho way they act in public.

6c. Pboplo watch the way students bohavo on the stroots.

d.. They obsorvo atudont behavior at partios in tho community.

7a. Tho crusado for wildlife protootion bogan in tho oightoon-oightios.

7b. Tho crusado was hoadod by consorvation groups.

7e. Among thoso groups wore tho Audubon Society and the Boono and

Crockett Club.
7d. Tho Boono and Crodkot Club was foundod by Theodore Roosovolt.

8a. Mr. Henry Droyfils told about tho subway of the futuro.

8b. Ho is an industrial dosignor
80. Ho said tho futuro subway will bo air conditioned.

8d. It will bo bottor lighted.
80. It will bo oquippod with coiling maps and loud spoakors.
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NORKSHEET F: TEST MR SUERASEGMENTAL PHONES UNIT SIXTH DAY

A. Writo a sontonco which will mako cloar tho moaning of tho following

words. Avoid ambiguity.

1. rojoct

2. rojoct

3. contract

4.. contract

5. contrast

B. Sono of tho undorlinod word groups could bo compound nouns. If

the stross pattern indicatos a compound noun, write tho word or

words in the blank at tho right. You may find moro than ono.

Mark tho primary stross over your answors.

6. At tho day school they played houso in tho sand box.

411.011MONNIIIMMINNIONI

7. The school crost was inlaid in tho terrazzo floor-

ing of tho court houso.

8. Tho town hall was on Main Stroot.

9. Ho took toa wheravor tho toa tablo was sot--

in tho dining room or in the Korb garden or

by tho swimming pool; tho location dopondod

upon tho sot-up.

C. Mark tho normalliummItatic, non-variant intonation contours for

tho following sontoncos:

10. Tho porpoiso nudgod him playfully

11. Did you soo him catch tho fish

12. Aro you sure ho rospondod to tho sound

13. Wavo the fish high in tho air and watch him jump
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14. Tho hungry porpoise leaps into the air grabs tho fish in his

lips and slides back into tho pool

15. Tho dim stroot light didn't mako tho stroot light.

16. Did the light go on at six or oight or ton.

D. In the above sentences: write the words which carry the primary and

socondary stross marks.
Sontonco Primary. Socondary

17. 10

18. 11

19. 12

20. 13

21. 14

22. 15

236 16

E. Reduce the b sontonco to a clause or phrase or word which can bo

included botwoon two parts of tho a sontonco. Mark tho stress-

torminal pattern of tho now sontonco and punctuato it according

to our rules.

24a. WO told George to watch his stop.
2 4b. Goorgo is very absont-minded.

25a. The old man stopped out into the sunshine.

25b. Tho old man was holding tho child's hand.

F. Each of tho following sontoncos has two possiblo intorprotations.

Punctuate the sontonco for ono of tho two meanings and then write

the moaning bolow. Mark tho stross-terminal pattorns to

corroppond to your moaning.

26. Ho assigned only ono problom which I couldn't do.

27. Mhy didn't you sign your namo as you worn told to?
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G. Read tho following sontencos, mark off the stross.torminal

patterns, and punctuate accordingly.

28. The quiet rpstfUl days in the country changed her from a

nervous sarcastic complainor to a calm easy-going friend.

29. The throo largo maho3any coffoo tables worn shipped today.

30. I'll have orango juico bacon and oggs broad and buttor and a

cup of coffoo.

31. When w© callod to Goorgo as ho was passing by ho looked up but

didn't answer.

32. Goorgo lookod up and thon ho absont.mindodly walkod into

tho light polo.

33. Galen a famous physician of the socond century colloctod and

organized earlier modical knowlodgo.

34. Gabon added groatly to man's knowlodgo of the body through

his disoovorios facts about artorios the brain and the nervous

system.

35. Tho natural rosources of tho Arctic which havo romainod un-

touched because of tho lack of Awl for power can now bo

dovolopod through tho use of atomic fool.



Using Audio Aids in Toaching Intonation

To study intonation offoctivoly in class, tho toachor will nood

a corpus of spokon uttorancos that follow natural spooch patterns.

Somo of those, as noted toward the and of this unit, can como from

rocordings, particularly of plays. Actors tend to give natural

spooch pattorns to thoir spooch much of tho timo -- particularly in

the throw away linos although somo individual characteristics

difforont from ordinary spooch will occur.

Readings of speochos. are

also offoctivo for this purposol although most orators tend to intro-

duco many moro torninal juncturos than tho punctuation calls for (soo

tho Churchill "Finost Hour" spood)

Readings of fiction aro likoly to bo loss offoctivo, surpris-

ingly onough, for hero tho roador tonds to tako licenso with tho

punctuation for tho particular offoct ho wants to got (soo

Basil Rathbono's roading of tho oponing linos from "Tho Minister's

Black Voile! Loast offoctivo aro rocordings

of poetry, for horo tho poot is introducing word ordor that will bring

out stronger strossos than we find in ordinary spooch.

Tho most offoctivo source from which to draw thoso uttorancos is

tho studonts thomsolvos. If tho contour of thoir own spooch rather than

somoonolelsols is usod for tho pattorns of pitch, stress, and juncture

noodod for tho study, they will got a cloaror insight into tho way tho

phonological rules of punctuation undorlio tho convontional rules of

punctuation, and thoy will bo much moro willing to oxploro tho

possibility that they may bo ablo to use thoso phonological rules as

guidos to thoir own punctuation. Thoroforo, it would bo a good idoa
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to gathor a corpus of studont uttorancos for this study, and thoso

uttorancos should bo in tho natural intonations of tho studont spoakors.

Ono intorosting way to do this would bo to mako a tap Drocording

of a studont discussion in class on some topic which will elicit

responses from as many students as possible. Tho class could make

thoir own radio dramatization of a studont conversation in tho lunch

line, an argumont ovor tho rolativo valuos of various makos of cars,

or the like. Anything that, will prompt natural uttorancos from thorn

will do. Won the uttorancos aro tapod, tho toachor could edit the

tapo to tako out all but tho oxamplos which aro typical intonation

contours, typical punctuation pattorns in writing, and typical

stross pattorns, putting thorn into a soquonco satisfactory for study.

Sinco tho sontoncos used in a corpus such as this would bo sontoncos

tho students thomsolvos composed and uttorod, thoro would be littlo

likelihood of getting artificial intonations that roadors ofton givo

to sontoncos not of their own making, particularly when "foroign"

sontoncos omploy diction unfamiliar to thorn or sontonco structures

not habitually thoirs.

If this procoduro sooms too complicated to tho toachor, thoro aro

simplor altornativos, though they aro not as offoctivo. For instanco,

tho teacher might rocord membors of tho class roading somo easily-

road passages. Any issuo of tho Readorls Digost can provido satisfactory

material. Or the toachor could prepare the corpus from studont road.

ings of a proparod list of sontoncos designed to got tho intonations

to bo studied. A suggestod list of sontoncos is includod (Soo Workshoot

C.1 for tho Third and Fourth Day) though tho teaChor may wish to edit

out some of tho ropotitions.
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If tho latter method woro usod, it would bo wiso to prepare tho

tape some timo boforo tho study of intonation begins so that tho

students, unawaro of tho purposo of tho recording, do not out of self.

consciousnoss, givo artificial contours to tho sontoncos. If tho

toachor has a tapo-rocordor capablo of playing
at moro than one spood

it would bo wise to tapo the sontoncos at tho fastost spood so that

in playback theyn bo played at half spood, whore tho characteristics

of tho contour can sometimos bo more roadily recognized. The toachor

should not toll the students tho reason for making tho tapo. Ho

should just toll thorn thoso will bo a use for it later, and that all

they need to bo caucornod about is that thoy cloarly understand what

tho sontoncos moan and can road them offoctiva4 with that moaning.

Aftor they have had a chance to study tho sontoncos to bo suro they can

do this, tho toachor should assign difforont sontoncos to oath student,

giving the class a tow minutes to practico their roading of tho assigned

sontoncos.

Than ho should rocord all the

sontoncos succossivoly. Tho ordor usod in the sontoncos prosontod in

the unit is designed to provido a stop.by.stop soquonco in the study

of stress- terminal pattorns.

If any studont gives a poor roading, anothor otudont should be

assigned that sontonco in ordor to insure at loast ono satisfactory

reading of ovary sontonco in the corpus. Tho toachor could avoid point -

ing out the poor roadors by simply assigning tho same sontonco to morn

than ono reader. Then ho can soloct the bast example lator. If ho

kept a list of the students who road oath sontonco and put bosido

oath name tho counter numbor of the beginning of each student's

reading, whon ho is rowdy to use tho tape ho can chock off tho best

readings in advanco and play just thoso readings to the class.


